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Abstract
Understanding the role of defects in hybrid organic inorganic perovskites (HOIPs) is critically important to engineer the
stability and performance of photovoltaic devices based on HOIPs. Recent reports on multi-cation compositions of
general formula (A1,A2,A3,A4)Pb(X1,X2,X3)3, where the A sites can be occupied by a distribution of 2–4 metallic/
organic cations and X sites with halide anions have shown stabilization effects against the well-known methyl ammonium lead triiodide (CH3NH3PbI3), although the underlying mechanism is not fully elucidated. Herein, polycrystalline
layers of 4APb(IBr)3 perovskite, where A is occupied by a combination of Cs+ (cesium ion), GA+ (guanidinium), MA+
(methylammonium), and FA+ (formamidinium) ions were synthesized. To gain insight on the role of intrinsic defects,
electron irradiation was used for introducing point defects in a controlled way in the quadruple-cation HOIPs. Our
results show that the engineered defects in perovskites strongly influenced the absorption, photoluminescence, and
time-resolved photoluminescence of these materials, probably due to introduction of additional energy levels that modify
electronic and light emitting properties of the material. Furthermore, the irradiation-induced defects were found to
strongly affect the aging behavior of HOIPs and modify their radiative recombination properties.
Keywords Quadruple-cation hybrid perovskites . Defects . Electron irradiation . Photoluminescence . Aging effects
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Due to their unique optoelectronic properties (high absorption
coefficient in the visible range, long charge carrier lifetime,
high carrier mobility) and their simple processability through
both solution and gas phase techniques, the hybrid organic
inorganic halide perovskites (HOIPs) have witnessed a seminal growth in their photovoltaic efficiencies reaching the performance of standard semiconductors like silicon [1].
Although a large body of data has become available on
perovskite-based photovoltaic devices mostly based on compositional variations (isoelectronic substitutions), the perovskite technology suffers from a number of stress factors, such
as instability of HOIPs under illumination (both solar and
UV), atmospheric conditions (moisture and oxygen), and interfacial reactions (ion migration), which deteriorate their device performance and efficiency. In this context, the role of
native vacancy defects has been discussed as a possible cause
for solar cell degradation, carrier lifetime reduction as well as
for the hysteresis in the current-voltage curve under illumination. Defect-related trap states can act as nonradiative
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recombination centers, limiting photovoltaic devices performances. A full understanding of the nature of the defectinduced electronic states, as well as of their role on device
performance and degradation, is still under debate [2].
The multi-cation HOIPs with the general formula
(A1,A2,A3,A4)Pb(X1,X2,X3)3, where the A sites can be occupied by a distribution of 2 to 4 metallic/organic cations and X
sites with halide anions, have recently demonstrated higher
structural and environmental stability than the parent compound methylammonium lead triiodide (CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 ;
MAPbI3). The substitutional mixing on cation and anion sites
allows to find the optimal stoichiometry enabling structural stability of the perovskite materials. This can improve perovskite stability at high temperatures under
photovoltaic operational conditions and its sensitivity
to moisture and humidity [3].
In this work, polycrystalline films of a quadruple cation
perovskite, (GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3, were synthesized. It was
shown in recent studies [4, 5] that this quadruple cation-based
halide perovskite composition is successfully integrated in
solar cell technologies yielding stable efficiencies (20%) under operational conditions. In order to understand the perovskite defect properties, and to verify the concept of defect
tolerance and self-healing associated to HOIPs [2], electron
irradiation was used to introduce defects in a controlled manner in the quadruple-cation HOIPs films. Onemegaelectronvolt electron irradiation resistance [6, 7] has
been reported for MAPbI3-based solar cells. Moreover, implantation and irradiation resistance to protons with energies
ranging between 50 keV and 68 MeV in MAPbI3 [6–8] and
(FAMA)Pb(IBr)3 [6] perovskite-based solar cells, respectively, has also been demonstrated. Recently, the effect of
photoluminescence properties of 30 keV He ion irradiated
MAPbI3 perovskite layers [9] has been reported. Particle irradiation can open new roads for defect engineering in HOIPs as
well as it can help to understand in a more complete way
perovskite fundamental properties.
To address the question whether, depending on its nature
and concentration, the defect population in
(GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3 layers plays any role in their stability
and carrier recombination, this work for the first time uses
electron irradiation to introduce intrinsic involving vacancies
and interstitials defects. For this purpose, a set of quadruple
layers of the chemical composition (GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3
were deposited on glass substrates and irradiated with
1 MeV electrons introduced from the glass side and with an
increasing fluence. Electrons were delivered by a Pelletron
accelerator from National Electrostatic Corporation (NEC) in
the SIRIUS facility located in Laboratoire des Solides
Irradiés (LSI), Ecole Polytechnique – Palaiseau. The
choice of performing irradiation from the glass side
was to simulate the same geometry as applied for the
sunlight illumination of solar cells.

To examine whether electron irradiation results in any
change of the bandgap and of conduction/valence band edges,
absorption measurements were performed on the complete set
of both reference and irradiated HOIP films. The carrier radiative recombination and excited carrier lifetimes upon irradiation were monitored using photoluminescence (PL) and
time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) studies. With PL,
the response of the (GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3 perovskite film
under continuous laser illumination was also investigated for
comparison with the so called light soaking effect already
observed in MAPbI3 [10, 11] and with reference to the
photoresponse of other mixed halide perovskites [12].
Our experimental findings evidently show that intrinsic
defects affect the radiative recombination properties in
(GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3 perovskite films. This effect was systematically monitored at increasing aging time after irradiation. The correlation between the absorption and PL emission
spectra after post-irradiation aging indicated that the radiative
recombination involves electronic states located near the band
edges rather than deep levels inside the bandgap.

2 Experimental methods
F a b r i c a t i o n
p r o c e d u r e
F i v e
G A 0 . 0 1 5 C s 0 . 0 4 6 M A 0 . 1 5 2 FA 0 . 7 8 7 P b ( I 0 . 8 1 5 B r 0 . 1 8 5 ) 3
((GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3) perovskite films (set-18) were fabricated in a same preparation run on 12 × 12 × 1 mm3 glass substrates
in a nitrogen filled glovebox. In addition, one reference film (rf17) was fabricated in another preparation run under the same
conditions as the set-18. The substrates were treated with UV
ozone for 15 min. The precursor solution was prepared by dissolving GAI (0.02 M), CsI (0.09 M), MABr (0.2 M), FAI
(1.1 M), PbI2 (1.2 M), and PbBr2 (0.3 M) in anhydrous
dimethylformamide (DMF): dimethyl-sulfoxide (DMSO) (4:1,
v/v) mixed solvent. The stoichiometry for the solid composition
(see above) is derived from the solution composition. The perovskite precursor solution was spin coated onto glass substrates via
three step spin coating at 2000 rpm, 5000 rpm, and 6000 rpm for
10 s, 25 s, and 25 s, respectively, with toluene anti-solvent
dripped 45 s after the start of the spin coating process. The perovskite layer was annealed at 100 °C for 1 h in a nitrogen filled
glovebox. Before any treatment, the set-18 layers were stored in
dark and under dry N2 atmosphere for 1 week. The rf-17 layer
was characterized in its pristine state immediately after
preparation.
Controlled defect introduction via electron irradiation Four
layers of the set-18 were individually irradiated from the glass
substrate side with the 1-MeV electron beam delivered by the
SIRIUS Pelletron accelerator (LSI-Polytechnique). Each layer
was successively mounted on a Cu sample holder. Then, the
sample holder was fixed in a specifically designed irradiation
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chamber kept at room temperature (300 K) and filled with N2
atmosphere. A thermocouple put on the sample holder
was used to control that no heating was produced during each layer irradiation.
The electron beam size diameter on the holder is about
17 mm with an intensity that is rather homogeneous where
the 12 × 12 mm2 layer is mounted. The glass thickness being
the same for each layer, this ensures that the dose deposition is
rather homogeneous in the layers. Each irradiation is performed at the same beam intensity. During each irradiation,
the beam intensity is continuously monitored and kept at this
same constant value. Consequently, each layer is irradiated
with the same electron flux. Before the irradiations, a calibration procedure is performed to relate the electron beam intensity monitored during irradiation to the electron flux received
by the layer. The layers are irradiated at increasing fluences by
increasing the irradiation time. The value for the lower
fluence, f1, is 9 × 1012 e−/cm2 in the f1 layer. The fluences
f0 in the reference rf-f0 layer and fn in the electron irradiated
fn layers are n times f1 with n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4.
Layer optical characterization Absorption, PL and TRPL
spectra were recorded for the reference and electron
irradiated layers of the set-18 after different aging periods. In addition, the evolution of the PL spectra was
recorded under continuous illumination. During the aging, the layers of the set-18 were kept in dark under
flowing N2 atmosphere. The aging A0d, A20d, A53d,
and A110d durations correspond to 0, 20, 53, and
110 days of aging after the end of electron irradiation.
Absorption, PL, and TRPL were performed after the
A53d and A110d aging. For the A0d one, only absorption was recorded whereas, for the A20d one, only
PL&RTPL were recorded. Only the PL evolution under
continuous illumination was recorded for the rf-17 layer
in its pristine state immediately after its preparation.
The delay between absorption and PL&TRPL measurements was + 3d for A53d and + 1d for A110d.
Absorption Absorption spectra were recorded in air and at
room temperature (300 K) with a double beam UV-VIS spectrophotometer (Jenway) with a wavelength resolution of 1 nm.
The incident light penetrates through the perovskite face and
illuminates a rectangular spot of ~ 5 × 1 mm2. To span the
300–1000 nm range of illumination, the intensity recording
versus wavelength lasts 5 min. The incident flux is weak. A
second measurement on the same layer yields to same absorption spectra than recorded during the first measurement. The
(GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3 layer/glass absorbance is directly estimated from the logarithm of the ratio between the incident
and transmitted light through the layer/glass structure. To this
signal, to correctly estimate only the (GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3
layer absorbance, the glass absorption signal is subtracted.

The wavelength dependence of the absorbance in the HOIPs
layers, A(λ), is related to that of the transmittance by the relationship A(λ) = log10((1/t(λ)). Consequently, according to the
Lambert-Beer law, the absorbance is the product of the absorption coefficient α(λ) per the pathlength of the light L:
A(λ) = α(λ)L/2.303. The transmittance, t, is related to the reflectance, r, and the absorptance, a, in the layers via: t = 1-r-a.
The values, Aexp(λ), measured with the spectrophotometer
gives Aexp(λ) = (1/texp(λ)) where 1 = a(λ) + texp(λ). They are
consequently equal to the A(λ) values only in the wavelength
region where the scattered part of the incident light compared
to the absorptance a(λ) is negligible (r/a(λ) < <1). In the following, it is considered that this is a valid assumption for the
investigated (GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3 HOIPs that have dull surface aspects as MAPbI3 [13].
Luminescence For the pristine rf-17 layers and the layers
set-18, the luminescence properties were first monitored
by performing PL under continuous illumination. Then,
for the five layers of the set-18, TRPL measurements
were performed at the end of the continuous illumination after a dark period of 3 min.
For the rf-17 (GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3 pristine layer, a
488 nm Coherent Sapphire laser was used at a 20 μW applied
power to continuously illuminate a spot diameter of 1 μm in
the central region of the layer. The layer was kept in air and at
room temperature during illumination. The PL spectra at increasing illumination time were recorded with a wavelength
resolution of 1 nm using an Andor spectrometer (Shamrock
303) connected to an Andor Si CCD camera (iDus Series).
For the set-18, both PL spectra under illumination and
TRPL spectra were systematically recorded in the same
environmental conditions as PL under illumination for rf17, i.e., air and room temperature (~ 300 K). Measurements
were performed in a reflection geometry at 45o using a
Quantamaster 8000 spectrofluorometer equipped with a
R13456 photomultiplier (Hamamatsu). To respectively
conduct PL and TRPL, the spectrofluorometer was
employed in two different acquisition modes: the “Steady
State-Vis” mode for (steady state) PL and the “time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC)” one for TRPL. The
PL spectra were recorded with a wavelength resolution of
1 nm during continuous illumination with a 454 nm Violet
Blue Laser Diode (Cnilaser). A bandpass filter centered at
454 nm was used to eliminate the laser spectral wings. The
laser diode delivered an applied power of 20 mW to illuminate a spot of about 1.5 mm diameter in the layer center.
For TRPL, the lifetime decay spectra were recorded using a
pulsed nano-LED emitting at 482 nm. The LED emitted
pulses with energy of 14 pJ/pulse, duration of about
100 ps with a repetition rate of 10 kHz. The laser spot
has a diameter of about 250 μm diameter. The emission
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signals were filtered through a high-pass filter centered at
488 nm before detection.
PL under illumination As regarding PL under illumination, the
rf-17 pristine layer was optically excited through the perovskite face. For the set-18, the illumination was through the
glass face. The reason is to investigate the regions of the perovskite layers through which sunlight in solar cells or electron beam in this work enters. In all cases, one unique spot
located close to the layer center was investigated although the
spot diameter was of ~ 1 μm for rf-17 and of ~ 1.5 mm for the
set-18. The exact position of the spot may vary from one aging
to the other one for the set-18. Consequently, one considers in
the following that the spots illuminated after the A0d, A53d,
and A110d aging correspond to regions near the layer centers
that are different.
For the rf-17 (GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3 pristine layer, every
min, the PL spectra were recorded under the 488 nm illumination during 300 min. For the (GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3 layers
irradiated at the different fn fluences (set-18), after the A20d,
A53d, and A110d aging, the PL peak for each fluence (except
f3 for aging 53d) was first measured after the first 3 min of
454 nm illumination and, then, every 5 min, during two successive cycles of continuous laser illumination. Each cycle
lasts 15 min. The laser spot remains at the same position from
the first to the second one. The two cycles are separated by a
three mins period without illumination. The dark period is
chosen of 3 min because this is the time necessary to change
the spectrofluorometer configuration from the “Steady StateVis” to TCSPC mode at the end of the second cycle of illumination. This procedure allows to estimate whether, during the
configuration change, the PL spectrum for which the TRPL is
recorded can be expected to significantly differ from the last
one recorded under illumination.
TRPL after illumination After the two cycles of continuous
illumination for the A20d, A53d, and A110d and for each
fluence (except f3 for A53d), the TRPL decays were recorded
for a window range centered on the PL peak wavelength
which corresponds to the first one of the second illumination
cycle. At least two different spots (diameter 250 μm) were
investigated for each layer of the set-18 to examine whether
the PL decay lifetime spectra are homogeneous over the layer
region where the PL under illumination was recorded. The
TRPL measurements last from 5 to 7 min depending on the
layer state. Consequently, before the TRPL measurement, the
first spot remains under dark about 3 min to change the spectrometer configuration. The second ones remain a longer time
under dark, for about 8 to 10 min, depending on the recording
time for the first one.
The decay lifetime spectra are recorded over a time window that is chosen to ensure that the background level is
reached for each spectrum. The time resolution per channel

is 56 ns. The resolution function is within a channel. For each
spot Pn, the Horiba fitting program “One-to-Four
Exponentials ” is used to fit the experimental decay spectra
to the convolution of the sum of i (1 ≤ i ≤ 4) exponential decay
components with the spectrometer resolution function and resolve the lifetime decay value τiPn and their respective coeffi

t
cients αiPn: DðtÞ ¼ ∑2i¼1 αiPn exp − τiPn
; ∑ αiPn ¼ 1. The avi

erage lifetime value is calculated from the fitting as: τPn=
∑IiPnτiPn with the intensity IiPn ¼ ∑ααiPnjPnτiPn
τjPn , i = 1, 2 and
j

∑ IiPn = 1. The lifetime data associated to each layer hereafter
i

are the values τPn, τiPn averaged over two stops per layer as
∑2 τ

∑2 τ

∑2 τ

follows: <τPn>Pn = n¼12 Pn , <τ1>Pn = n¼12 1Pn , <τ2>Pn = n¼12 2Pn
and their corresponding intensity values. The standard deviations for these quantities are calculated and shown as error
bars in the corresponding figures.
As a summary, Table 1 recalls the link between the layer
names and states for which the optical characterizations are
conducted.

3 Results
For the layers set-18, the absorption data are recorded over a
much larger spot than those for which PL under illumination
and TRPL are recorded. Furthermore, the A0d, A53d, and
A110d spots for absorption were all selected at the center of
the perovskite layers. The different PL and TRPL spots were
also selected in the layer central region. In the following, it is
considered that the absorption evolution as a function of aging
duration results from the aging (N2, dark). For the 1st PL
recorded under illumination, there is the coupling of the aging
(N2, dark) with the 454 nm illumination lasting 3 min in air.
For the TRPL, there is the coupling of aging (N2, dark) with
the cycles of 454 nm illumination in air–light (15 min); dark
(3 min); light (15 min)-dark (3 min).
Aging after e-irradiation: energy dependence of absorbance
This paragraph concerns the fluence-induced aging of the energy dependence of the absorbance in the
(GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3 layers (set-18). For the Ajd aging,
the conditions are j(d) = 0/53/110 under N2 atmosphere in
dark at ~ 300 K.
As seen in Fig. 1, independently of the fluence and aging,
three energy regions can be discriminated in the variation of
the (GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3 reference rf-f0 and the 1 MeV eirradiated fn layers (at fn fluence) absorbances. The mean rate
of the absorbance variation per eV, <dA/dE>, is weak in the
higher and lower energy range, i.e., for E(eV) > 1.68 and for
E(eV) < 1.6, respectively. In contrast, it is quite strong for the
steep step in the energy range 1.68 < E(eV) < 1.6.
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Table 1 Name, treatment, and
characterization of the
GA0.015Cs0.046MA0.15
2FA0.787Pb(I0.815Br0.185)3
layers spin coated on glass. The
numbers 17 and 18 in the rf-17
and set-18 names refer to the year
of the preparation date of the
layers

Layer treatment
Layer name
Photoluminescence (PL)
Layer treatment
Layer name
e-Fluence (f1)
Absorption (Abs)
Photoluminescence (PL)
Time-resolved PL (TRPL)
Aging Ajd_Abs
Aging Ajd_PL_TRPL

Pristine: as-prepared
rf-17
PLj(488 nm, φ1 μm, 2548 W/cm2); on (air, 300 K, 5 h): j = 1–300
Set-18 N2 atmosphere, dark, 300 K 7d aged, e-irradiated at fluence fn, Ajd aged
rf-f0
f1
f2
f3
f4
0
1
2
3
4
Absorption air 300 K
PLj (454 nm, φ1.5 mm, 11 W/cm2) (air, 300 K)
on(15 min); off (3 min); on (15 min); j = 1–6
TRPL (482 nm, φ250 μm, 14 pJ/pulse, 100 ps, 10 kHz) (air, 300 K)
A0d; A53d; A110d_Abs
A20d; A53d; A110d_PL_TRPL

In the higher energy range, E(eV) > 1.68, independently of
fluence, the absorbance tends to increase with increasing energy. Aging induces a strong decrease in the absorbance
values. For A0d (Fig. 1a), the absorbance values reach saturation (> 4.95) at the following E(eV) values: ~ 2.23(rf-f0, f2,
f4); ~ 2.28(f3); ~ 2.33(f1). For A53d (Fig. 1b) and A110d
(Fig. 1c), the maximum absorbance value at E(eV) ~
2.33 eV is reached for the reference rf-f0 layer and the absorbance values are only 2.48 and 2.15, respectively.
Furthermore, the fluence dependence in this higher energy
becomes more marked as the aging duration increases from
A0d to A110d. This effect is stronger for the lower fluences.
The absorbance for the rf-f0 reference layer and the irradiated
f1 layer has energy dependences that are quasi-superimposed
up to 2.16 eV for A0d. They become fully separated for A53d,
A110d. For the f2 to f4 fluences, the energy dependences for
absorbance are still quasi-overlapped for the A53d aging.
They start to slightly differ for the A110d aging.
In the lower energy range E(eV) < 1.60, the absorbance
tends to decrease as energy decreases from 1.64 to 1.24 eV
for A0/53/110d. Independently on the aging duration, the

absorbance values remain quite low, ~ 0.1–0.3 and present
oscillations with higher amplitudes for the four fluences than
for the rf-f0 reference layer.
The cutoff energy between the steep step (1.68 < E(eV) <
1.60) and the lower energy region (E < 1.6 eV) of the absorption spectra, as described in [14–18] and illustrated in Fig. 2,
for the rf-f0 reference layer and the irradiated f2, f4 layers is
used to estimate the optical bandgaps. Table 2 shows that, for
the longer aging duration, A110d, the optical bandgap has a
slight tendency to shrink by 0.02–0.03(2) eV with increasing
fluence in the range f2 ≤ fn ≤ f4.
One remark is that the fluence-induced features in the absorbance energy dependence are easier to analyze after the
normalization of the absorbances to their value at 1.8 eV
(Fig. 1, inserts). For each aging duration, the normalized absorbance (Fig. 1, inserts) for each fluence overlap between 1.8
and 1.68 eV. The values in this range are super-imposed in lg
scale on a straight line with a low slope. The steep step exhibits also a linear dependence in lg scale. As aging duration
increases, clearly, three features appear: (i) the step shifts to
lower energy; (ii) the fluence effect on the slope becomes

Fig. 1 Energy dependence of Absorbance (air, ~ 300 K) after aging in
(GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3 HOIPs for the reference Ajd_rf-f0 layer and the
1 MeV e-irradiated Ajd_fn layers at the fn fluence. The conditions for the

Ajd aging are j(d) = 0/53/110 under N2 atmosphere in dark at ~ 300 K.
Inserts: energy dependence of absorbance (air, ~ 300 K) after normalization to the value at 1.8 eV
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Fig. 2 Bandgap determination from the energy dependence of
absorbance (air, ~ 300 K) after aging in (GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3 HOIPs
for the reference Ajd_rf-f0 layer and the 1 MeVe-irradiated Ajd_fn layers

at the f2 and f4 fluence. The conditions for the Ajd aging are j(d) = 0/53/
110 under N2 atmosphere in dark at ~ 300 K. The straight lines are used
for the determination of the bandgap values in Table 2

stronger; and (iii) the step height decreases more strongly for
the higher fluences, f2, f3, f4 than for the lower ones, rf_f0
(reference rf-f0 layer) and f1. The consequence of (iii) is that
the fluence-dependence of the step height evolves with increasing aging duration from 0d(A0d) to 110d(A110d).
Finally, in the lower energy range below the absorption edge,
1.2 ≤ E(eV) ≤ 1.60, a same feature is also that, independently
on aging, irradiation induces stronger absorbance oscillations
with a base line that in lg scale, as for the rf-f0 reference layer,
tend to decrease quasi-linearly with decreasing energy.

First PL peak energy: fluence effect for each aging after eirradiation As seen in Fig. 3a, one easily notices that the PL
peak energy at each aging has a fluence-induced distribution. The
variation ranges at each aging have value in eV, Ajd-dEp_maxmin(1st): 0.020(4)(A20d), 0.012(4)(A53d), 0.016(4) (A110d).
As aging duration after electron irradiation increases from A0d
to A110d, this range goes through a clear minimum at A53d.
For A20d, the PL peak energy goes through a maximum at
the f1 fluence. For increasing fluence, the values in eV (Table 3)
are respectively for A20d_fn-Ep(1st): 1.585(2)(rf-f0),
1.588(2)(f1), 1.584(2)(f2), 1.582(2)(f3), and 1.568(2)(f4). With
respect to A20d_rf-f0-Ep(1st), the values of the peak shifts in eV
are respectively for A20d_fn-dEp(1st): 0(rf-f0), 0.003(4) (f1), −
0.001(4)(f2), − 0.003(4)(f3), and − 0.0017(4)(f4). The blue-shift
(f1) and the redshift (f2, f3) are at the limit of detection. There is
however a clear tendency for irradiation to induce a redshift
increase with increasing fluence from f2 to f4.
For A53d, the PL peak energy goes through a minimum at
the f2 fluence. The values in eV (Table 3) are respectively for
A53d_fn-Ep(1st): 1.582(2)(rf-f0), 1.580(2)(f1), 1.570(2)(f2),
and 1.574(2)(f4). With respect to A53d_rf-f0-Ep(1st), the
values of the peak shifts in eV are respectively for A53d_ fn-

Aging after e-irradiation: fluence effect at each aging on PL
This paragraph concerns the 1st PL peak recorded in the set-18
of reference rf-f0 and the 1 MeV e-irradiated fn layers (at fn
fluence) after 3 min of 454 nm continuous illumination at the
end of each aging, Ajd, with j = 20/53/110. Figure 3 shows that,
at each aging period, the 1 MeV electron irradiation induces a
fluence dependence for the peak energy, the peak full width at
half maximum (FHWM), and intensity ratio to the PL peak
intensity of the reference rf-f0 layer in its A20d_rf-f0 state.

Table 2 Bandgaps after aging in (GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3 HOIPs for the reference Ajd-rf-f0 and the 1 MeV e-irradiated Ajd_fn layers at the fn fluence.
The conditions for the Ajd aging are j(d) = 0/53/110 under N2 atmosphere in dark at ~ 300 K
Ajd_fn-Eg (eV)

rf-f0

f1

f2

f3

f4

vsf0_f1

vsf0_f2

vsf0_f3

vsf0_f4

A0d
A53d
A110d
vsA0d_A53d
vsA0d_A110d
vsA53d_A110d

1.63(1)
1.62(1)
1.61(1)
− 0.01(2)
− 0.02(2)
− 0.01(2)

1.63(1)
1.62(1)
1.61(1)
− 0.01(2)
− 0.02(2)
− 0.01(2)

1.63(1)
1.59(1)
1.59(1)
− 0.04(2)
− 0.04(2)
− 0.00(2)

1.62(1)
1.60(1)
1.58(1)
− 0.02(2)
− 0.04(2)
− 0.02(2)

1.63(1)
1.60(1)
1.58(1)
− 0.03(2)
− 0.05(2)
− 0.02(2)

− 0.00(2)
− 0.00(2)
− 0.00(2)

− 0.00(2)
− 0.02(2)
− 0.02(2)

− 0.01(2)
− 0.02(2)
− 0.03(2)

− 0.00(2)
− 0.02(2)
− 0.03(2)

emergent mater.

dEp(1st): 0(rf-f0), − 0.002(4)(f1), − 0.012(4)(f2), and −
0.008(4)(f4). Irradiation induces a redshift at any fluence in
the range f1 ≤ fn ≤ f4. The redshift goes through a clear maximum at f2 fluence.
For A110d, the PL peak energy goes through a local maximum at f1 and a local minimum at f2. The values in eV are
respectively for A110d_fn-Ep(1st): 1.570(2)(rf-f0),
1.580(2)(f1), 1.564(2)(f2), and 1.568(2) (f3,f4) (Table 4).
With respect to A110d_Ep(rf-f0), values of the peak shifts in
eV are respectively for A110d_fn-dEp(1st): 0(rf-f0),
0.010(4)(f1), − 0.006(4)(f2), and − 0.002(4)(f3,f4). For
A110d, irradiation induces a marked blue shift for f1. Then,
as fluence increases further to f4, there is a redshift that goes
through a maximum at f2.
First PL peak FHWM: fluence effect for each aging after eirradiation Figure 3 b shows that the FHWM at each aging
has a fluence-induced distribution. The range of variation for
the FHWM values goes through a minimum at A53d.
For A20d, the A20d_FHWMp_rf-f0/_fn values go through
a local minimum at f1 fluence with increasing fluence. The
FWHM values in eV are about 0.110(4)(rf-f0, f1),
0.105(4)(f2), 0.109(4)(f3), and 0.101(4)(f4). At most, they differ by − 11 meV from the higher A20d_FHWMp(rf-f0) value.
For A53d, the A53d_FHWMp_rf-f0/_fn values decrease with increasing fluence. The FWHM values in
eV are about 0.113(4)(rf-f0), 0.111(4)(f1), and
0.108(4)(f2, f4). They differ by at most − 5 meV from
the higher value A53d_FHWMp(rf-f0).
For A110d, the A110d_FHWMp_rf-f0/_fn values go
through a maximum for f1. The FWHM values in eVare about
0.110(4)(rf-f0), 0.114(4)(f1), and 0.106(4)(f2, f3, f4). They
differ by at most − 8 meV from the higher
A110d_FHWMp(f1) value.

Fig. 3 Aging dependence of photoluminescence after 3-min illuminat i o n _ e n e r g y p e a k ( a ) , F W H M (b ) , i n t en s i t y r a t io ( c) i n
(GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3 HOIPs for the reference Ajd_rf-f0 layer and the
1 MeV e-irradiated Ajd_fn layers at the fn fluence. The conditions for the
Ajd aging are j(d) = 20/53/110 under N2 atmosphere in dark at ~300 K.
Laser Illumination is performed in (air, ~ 300 K) at the 454 nm wavelength and 11 W/cm2 power density

First PL peak intensity: fluence effect for each aging after eirradiation At each aging, irradiation induces a fluence dependence of the PL peak intensity, Ajd_Ip_fn. One notices in Fig.
3c that the values of the ratios to the PL peak intensity of
A20d_rf-f0, Ajd_Ip_fn/A20d-Ip_rf-f0, vary in a range that
goes through a weak minimum at A53d.
For A20d, the peak intensity ratio decreases with
increasing fluence: 1 (rf-f0), 0.6 (f1, f2), 0.5(f3), 0.2
(f4). The relative variation to the A20d_rf-f0 peak intensity, A20d_fn-dIp(%), tends to increase with increasing fluence: from −40% (f1,f2) to −80% (f4).
For A53d, the PL peak intensity ratio goes through a minimum for f1 as fluence increases: 0.8(rf-f0), 0.4(f1), 0.6 (f2,
f4),). The relative variations to the A20d-rf-f0 peak intensity,
A53d_fn-dIp(%), have associated values: − 20% (rf-f0), −
60% (f1), − 40% (f2, f4). It follows that A53d aging induces
a decrease of the peak intensity in the A53d_rf-f0 layer of
about 20%. The decrease is reinforced by irradiation in the
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Table 3 First Photoluminescence peaks after aging in (GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3 HOIPs for the reference Ajd-rf-f0 and the 1 MeV e-irradiated Ajd_fn
layers at the fn fluence. The conditions for the Ajd aging are j(d) = 0/53/110 under N2 atmosphere in dark at ~ 300 K
Ajd_fn-Ep(eV)

rf-f0

f1

f2

f3

f4

A20d
A53d
A110d
vsA20d_A53d

1.585(2)
1.582(2)
1.570(2)
− 0.003(4)

1.588(2)
1.580(2)
1.580(2)
− 0.008(4)

1.584(2)
1.570(2)
1.564(2)
− 0.014(4)

1.582(2)
–
1.568(2)
–

vsA20d_A110d
vsA53d_A110d

− 0.015(4)
− 0.012(4)

− 0.008(4)
0.000(4)

− 0.020(4)
− 0.006(4)

− 0.014(4)
–

A53d_fn layers more strongly at the lower fluence f1, 60%,
than at the higher fluences f2 ≤ fn ≤ f4. The irradiation effect
tends to saturate for the higher fluences f2 ≤ fn ≤ f4 with the
variations remaining quasi-constant, ~ 40%.
For A110d, the PL peak intensity ratio has the higher value
for rf-f0, ~ 1.8, and then goes through a local maximum for f2
as fluence increases. The values are about 1.8 (rf-f0), 0.7 (f1),
0.9 (f2), and 0.7 (f3, f4). Compared to A20d_Ip(rf-f0), the
corresponding relative variations, A110d_fn-dIp(%), are
about 80% (rf-f0), − 30% (f1), − 10% (f2), and − 30%
(f3,f4). Aging at A110d induces a strong increase in the peak
intensity for rf-f0 of about 40%. The increase is so strongly
damped by irradiation that it is totally compensated at any
fluence, f1 ≤ fn ≤ f4. The compensating effect goes through a
minimum for the f2 fluence.
Aging after e-irradiation: fluence–induced aging of PL This
paragraph concerns the aging dependence at each fluence of
the 1st PL spectra in each layer of the set-18, the reference
Ajd_rf-f0 layer and the Ajd_fn irradiated ones at the fn
fluences. The aging behavior of the 1st PL spectra in the set18 layers couples aging in the storing conditions (N2, dark,
300 K) and 3 min of 454 nm continuous illumination (air,
300 K) necessary for their recording. The aging behavior for
the PL spectra for each fluence in the irradiated Ajd_fn layers
can be compared to that of the Ajd_rf-f0 one to examine the
synergy effects between irradiation and the Ajd agingillumination coupling. Figure 3 shows that the synergy effects
strongly depend on fluence.

Table 4 Urbach energies in the
(GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3 HOIPs
after aging in the reference Ajd-rff0 and the 1 MeV e-irradiated
Ajd_fn layers at the fn fluence.
The conditions for the Ajd aging
are j(d) = 0/53/110 under N2 atmosphere in dark at ~ 300 K

1.568(2)
1.574(2)
1.568(2)
0.006(4)

vsf0_f1

vsf0_f2

vsf0_f3

vsf0_f4

0.003(4)
− 0.002(4)
0.010(4)

− 0.001(4)
− 0.012(4)
− 0.006(4)

− 0.003(4)
–
− 0.002(4)

− 0.017(4)
− 0.008(4)
− 0.002(4)

0.000(4)
− 0.006(4)

First PL peak energy: fluence-induced aging after e-irradiation As seen in Fig. 3a, increasing aging duration induces a
fluence dependence of the peak energy in the range ~ 1.564–
1.588 eV. The evolutions have shapes that differ for fluences
f0 (rf-f0 reference layer) and f4 from those for f1, f2 fluences,
that are similar. Compared to A20d-Ip(fn), this results in peak
shifts that evolve as aging duration increases by 33d (A53dA20d) and 90d (A110-A20d).
For the rf-f0 reference layer, there is a continuous decrease
of the peak energy with increasing aging duration. The redshift for the former 33d (A53d-A20d) and the latter 47d
(A110d-A53d) aging have respective values in eV: −
0.003(4) (33d_rf-f0), − 0.012(4) (47d_rf-f0). The 47d aging
induces a stronger effect than the 33d one and, consequently,
accentuate the redshift.
With respect to the peak energy value for each fluence,
A20d_Ep(fn), the (A53d-A20d)_dEp(fn) peak shifts have
values in eV: − 0.014(4)(33d_f2), − 0.008(4)(33d_f1), −
0.003(4) (33d_rf-f0), + 0.006(4)(33d_f4). This shows that the
former 33d aging induces redshifts for 0 ≤ fn ≤ f2 with a maximum for f2. It induces a unique blue-shift for the f4 fluence.
The (A110d-A20d)_dEp(fn) peak-shifts in eV are −
0.020(4)(f2), − 0.015(rf-f0), − 0.014(f3), − 0.008(f1), 0(f4).
It follows that aging during 90d from A20d to A110d induces
redshifts for 0 ≤ fn < f4 and no shift for f4. The redshift
reaches a maximum for the f2 fluence.
For the rf-f0 reference layer, the aging process is accelerated
as aging duration increases from 33d to 47d. The average redshift per day increases by a factor 2.8 during the former 33d to

Ajd_fn-Eu (meV)

rf-f0

f1

f2

f3

f4

vsf0_f1

vsf0_f2

vsf0_f3

vsf0_f4

A0d
A53d
A110d
vsA0d_A53d
vsA0d_A110d
vsA53d_A110d

52(2)
53(2)
59(2)
1(4)
7(4)
6(4)

47(2)
50(2)
63(2)
3(4)
16(4)
13(4)

47(2)
83(2)
100(2)
36(4)
53(4)
17(4)

47(2)
61(2)
87(2)
14(4)
40(4)
26(4)

50(2)
67(2)
90(2)
17(4)
40(4)
23(4)

− 5(4)
− 3(4)
4(4)

− 5(4)
30(4)
41(4)

− 5(4)
8(4)
28(4)

− 2(4)
14(4)
31(4)

emergent mater.

the latter 47d. For f1 ≤ fn ≤ f2, the aging process tends to slow
down during the 47d aging with the redshift per day decreasing
by a factor of 0.3 (f2) or 0 (f1). For the f4 fluence, the 33d and
47d aging have opposite effects with the result that the later 47d
aging compensates the changes induced during the former 33d
aging. The redshift rate per day is slower by a factor of 0.7 for
the 47d aging than for the 33d one.
First PL peak FHWM: fluence-induced aging after e-irradiation
As seen in Fig. 3b, the aging-dependent values for the peak
FWHM are in the same range for fluences f0 (rf-f0 reference
layer), f1 and in lower ones for fluences f2, f3, f4: ~ 0.101–
0.108 (f2, f4), ~ 0.106–0.110 (f3), ~ 0.110–0.113 (rf-f0, f1).
The aging evolution of the PL peak FHWM has a similar
shape for the rf-f0 reference layer and the f2, f4 irradiated ones
with a maximum at A53d. This maximum is clearly absent for
the f1 irradiated layer where the FWHM continuously increases with increasing aging duration. It follows that aging
for rf-f0, f2, f4 layers has opposite effects during the former
33d period (A53d-A20d) and the latter 47d period (A110dA53d) on the FHWM behavior.
The A20d-FWHM_rf-f0/_fn values are lower for the f4
layer than for the rf-f0, f2 layers. The A110d-FWHM_rf-f0/
_fn values are quasi the same with respect to the A20dFWHM_rf-f0/_fn values for rf-f0, f2 layers. This results in a
steeper maximum for the f4 layer than for the rf-f0, f2 layers.
Compared to the reference rf-f0 layer, irradiation has consequently effects on the peak FWHM aging that appears to be
stronger for the layers f1, f4 than for the f2 layer.
First PL peak intensity: fluence-induced aging after e-irradiation As seen in Fig. 3c, the evolution of the PL peak intensity
ratio, Ajd_Ip_rf-f0/_fn /A20d_Ip_rf-f0, has a similar shape for
the rf-f0 reference layer and irradiated f1 layer with a minimum value at A53d. The behaviors for the irradiated f2 and f4
layers are respectively different from those. The peak ratio for
the f2 layer remains quasi-constant from A20d to A53d and
then increases. There is a continuous increase for the f4 layer
that tends to saturate between A53d and A110d. These features show that there is a fluence threshold f1 < fn < f2 above
which the aging effects become clearly different in the
irradiated layers from those in the reference rf-f0 one.
Furthermore, for any aging duration, the higher peak
intensity ratios are for the rf-f0 layer. The ratios
Ajd_Ip_rf-f0/_fn /A20d_Ip_rf-f0 are below 1 except for
rf-f0 at A110d. Consequently, the irradiation-aging induces a decrease of the PL peak intensities for any
fluence f1 ≤ fn ≤ f4. When compared to A20d_Ip(rf-f0),
the coupling between aging and irradiation has the
stronger effect for A20d_Ip(f4), approx. − 80%, and
the lower one for A110d_Ip(f2) approx. − 20%.

Illumination-time dependence of PL: pristine layer Figure 4 a
shows that 488-nm illumination at high intensity in air has a
strong effect on the PL spectra in the pristine rf-17 layer. As
illumination time increases from 1 to 300 min, the differences
between the last 300th and 1st PL spectra for the peak (i) energy, (ii) FWHM and (iii) intensity are respectively in eV and %:
rf-17(i)-dEp ~300K (300th-1st)-~(− 0.058(1)); (ii)-FHWM
~300K(300th-1st)-~ 0.100(1); (iii)-dIp~300K(300th-1st)-~(− 100).
The detailed examination below shows that the stronger variations are during the 1st hr. of illumination for (i) and (iii) (Fig.
4b, d) and during the last 5th hr for (ii) (Fig. 4c).
rf-17_PL peak energy under continuous illumination The decrease of the PL peak energy during illumination can be separated in four stages that roughly begin and end at the following time (min): (i) 1–8; (ii) 10–18; (iii) 20–60 for the 1st hour;
(iv)240–300 for the 5th hour.
The (i)1–8 stage (i.e., between 1 and 8 min) is the steeper
one where the peak energy decreases during the first 8 min of
illumination from 1.6426(5) to 1.6047(5) eV with an average
decrease rate of approx. less than − 4.74 × 10−3 > eV/min.
During this stage, the redshift is the higher for the first 2 min
of illumination with a decrease rate, − 1.804 × 10−2 eV/min,
about 3 times higher than the average one.
Then, there is the (ii) 10–18 stage I,a transitory quasisteady state where the PL peak energy levels off at
1.6058(1) eV.
During the (iii) 20–60 stage, the PL peak energy slowly
decreases, les than − 1.44 × 10 −4 > eV/min and reaches
1.5921(5) eV.
The (iv) 240–300 stage corresponds to a quasi-steady state
with fluctuations in the range 1.5875(5)–1.5818(5) eV that
slowly tend to decrease the peak energy at a rate of less than
− 3.81 × 10−5 > eV/min from 1.5863(5) to 1.5852(5).
rf-17_PL peak FWHM under continuous illumination The rf17_FHWM has a simple evolution (Fig. 4c). From the 1st to
the last 5th hour, there is a continuous increase. During the 1st
hour, the rf-17_FHWM slowly increases with an average rate
of < 3.17 × 10−4 > eV/min. Its values increase from 0.099(1)
to 0.118(1) eV. During the 5th hour, the rf-17_FWHM increases from 0.161(1) to 0.199(1) (1st) with a faster rate of
< 6.33 × 10−4 > eV/min.
rf-17_PL peak intensity under continuous illumination The
evolution of the peak intensity in Fig. 4d can be separated in four stages that roughly begin and end at the
following time (min): (i) 1–8; (ii) 10–18; (iii) 20–60 for
the 1st hour; (iv) 240–300 for the 5th hour. These
stages correspond to successive slowing-downs of the
rf-17_Ip decrease rate (%/min): (i) <− 9.00>; (ii) <−
1.25>; (iii) <− 2.56 × 10 − 1 >; (iv) <− 7.32 × 10 − 3 >.
During the 1st stage (i), the decrease is the highest
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Fig. 4 Illumination-time dependence of photoluminescence intensity
normalized to the background (a), energy peak (b), FWHM (c),
intensity ratio (d) after aging in (GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3 HOIPs for the

pristine rf-17. Laser illumination is performed in (air, ~ 300 K) at the
488 nm wavelength and 2548 W/cm2 power density

during the first 2 and 4 min of illumination with a
decrease rate of − 17.9%/min. The peak intensity decreases from 54.8 to 3.98% during the first hour and
from 2.41 to 2.17% during the last hour.

during the second one. The most striking effect of fluence on
the peak energy of each nth PL spectra recorded during illumination is that, at each aging, the fluence f1 plays a unique
role. Independently on the aging period, this is the fluence at
which each nth PL peak energy goes through a maximum
under illumination. These values, Ajd_f1-Ep(nth), in eV are
higher for A20d than for A53d and, only slightly, for A53d
than for A110d.
For A20d, the nth PL spectra with 4 ≤ n ≤ 6 spectra recorded
during the second illumination cycle exhibit one peak. The nth
peak energy varies in a fluence-dependent range such that it
increases with fluence as follows: A20d_f4-Ep(nth) < _f2Ep(nth) < _f3-Ep(nth) < _rf-f0-Ep(nth) < _f1-Ep(nth). In respect
to A20d_(rf-f0, fn)-Ep(1st), the redshifts for the 6th spectra
recorded at the end of the illumination cycles, A20d_(rf-f0,
fn)-dEp(6th) goes through a maximum for the f2 fluence
where it reaches − 0.017(4) eV. The redshift is the smaller
for the f1 fluence, at the limit of detection. These values are,
in eV, A20d_(rf-f0, fn)-dEp(6th): − 0.007(4)(rf-f0), −
0.004(4)(f1), − 0.017(4)(f2), − 0.014(4)(f3), − 0.010(4)(f4).
For A53d, the nth PL spectra with 4 ≤ n ≤ 6 spectra recorded
during the second illumination cycle exhibit one peak. The nth
peak energy varies in a fluence-dependent range such that it

Aging after electron irradiation: fluence effect on PL
illumination-time dependence In the set-18 (reference
Ajd_rf-f0 layer and the Ajd_fn irradiated ones at fn fluence),
for each aging duration Ajd (j(d) = 20, 53, 110), the evolution
of the PL spectra during the 454 nm illumination cycles depends on the electron irradiation fluence (Fig. 5). Furthermore,
one notices that the evolution of the 4th-5th-6th spectra during
the second cycle of 15-min illumination, is generally consistent with that of the 1st-2nd-3rd spectra during the first cycle
of 15 min illumination. The dark period of 3 min between the
two cycles of 15-min continuous illumination stops or induces
a slight recovery of the PL evolution in most cases.
PL peak energy: fluence effect on the aging of its
illumination-time dependence After each aging period, the
peak energy in Fig. 5a–e has illumination time-dependence
that varies with fluence. The decrease is generally steeper
during the first illumination cycle. It tends to level off than
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Fig. 5 Illumination-time dependence of photoluminescence_energy peak
(a–e), FWHM (f–l), int ensit y ratio (m –q ) after agi ng in
(GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3 HOIPs for the Ajd_rf-f0 reference layer and the
Ajd_fn 1 MeV e-irradiated layers at the fn fluence. The conditions for the
Ajd aging are j(d) = 20/53/110 under N2 atmosphere in dark at ~ 300 K.

Laser illumination is performed in (air, ~ 300 K) at the 454 nm wavelength and 11 W/cm2 power density. Two cycles of 15 min of illumination
are separated by a dark period of 3 min: light (15 min); dark (3 min); light
(15 min)

increases with fluence as follows: A53d_f2-Ep(nth) < _f4Ep(nth) < _rf-f0-Ep(nth) < _f1-Ep(nth). In respect to A53d_rff0/_fn-Ep(1st), the redshifts for the 6th spectra recorded at the
end of the illumination cycles, A53d_rf-f0/_fn-dEp(6th), is
maximum for the f0 (reference rf-f0 layer), f4 fluences where
it reaches − 0.012(4) eV. The redshift is the smaller for the f1
fluence. These values are, in eV, A53d_rf-f0/_fn-dEp(6th): −
0.012(4)(rf-f0), − 0.004(4)(f1), − 0.010(4)(f2), − 0.012(4)(f4).
For A110d, the nth PL spectra with 4 ≤ n ≤ 6 spectra recorded during the second illumination cycle exhibit one peak. The
nth peak energy varies in a fluence-dependent range such that
it increases with fluence as follows: A110d_f3-Ep(nth) < _f4Ep(nth)~_f2-Ep(nth) < _rf-f0-Ep(nth) < _f1-Ep(nth). With respect to A110d_rf-f0/_fn-Ep(1st), the redshifts for the 6th
spectra recorded at the end of the illumination cycles,
A110d_rf-f0/_fn-dEp(6th) goes through a maximum for the
fluence f3 where it reaches − 0.012(4) eV. They are quasiequal for the fluences f0 (reference rf-f0 layer), f1, f2, f4,
approx. − 0.010(4) eV.

in Fig. 5f–j has illumination-time dependence that varies with
fluence. The most striking effect of fluence on the peak
FHWM is that, at any aging, the f2 fluence appears as a threshold
value for which, for fn ≥ f2, there is a clear narrowing of the nth
(1 ≤ n ≤ 4) spectra. The FHWM values for fn ≤ f1, Ajd_rf-f0/_fnFWHM(nth), are ≥ 0.106 eV. The FHWM values for fn ≥ f2,
Ajd_rf-f0/_fn-FWHM(nth), are ≤ 0.106 eV.
The FHWM values for each aging and fluence are
always lower for the last spectra (6th) than for the first
spectra recorded under illumination: Ajd_rf-f0/_fnFWHM(6th) < Ajd_rf-f0/_fn-FWHM(1th). The spectra
narrowing depends on aging and fluence.
For A20d, the FWHM values in eV for the 6th spectra
decrease with increasing fluence: A20d_rf-f0-FWHM(6th):
0.108(4)~_f1-FWHM(6th): 0.108(4)>_f2-FWHM(6th):
0.101(4)~_f3-FWHM(6th): 0.101>_f4-FWHM(6th):
0.096(4). For A53d, the narrowing become quasi–equal.
A110d, the narrowing goes through a minimum for the f3
fluence. The lower value for Ajd_fn-FWHM(6th),
0.096(4) eV, is reached in two cases: A20d_ f4-FWHM(6th);
A110d_f3-FWHM(6th).

PL peak FWHM: fluence effect on the aging of its illuminationtime dependence After each aging period, the PL peak FWHM
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For each aging, the illumination-time dependence exhibits
slight fluence dependent differences. The differences vary
with the illumination cycle. The aging has different effects
on the fluence dependence of each cycle. As concern the 1st
to 3rd spectra recorded during the first illumination cycle, the
main effect of aging is to increase the fluence range where the
Ajd_rf-f0/_fn-FWHM(nth) (1 ≤ n ≤ 3) values decrease with increasing illumination time. For A20d, a decrease of the
A20d_fn-FWHM(nth) (1 ≤ n ≤ 3) values is observed only for
fn ≥ f3. For A53d, it already occurs for fn ≥ f1. For A110d, it is
already present in the rf-f0 reference layer. As concern the 4th
to 6th spectra recorded during the second illumination cycle,
the main aging effect is for the fluence f2. As aging increases
from A20d to A110d, clearly the illumination dependence for
Ajd_f2-FHWM (nth) (4 ≤ n ≤ 6) is reduced: from decreasing
for A20d to nearly flat for A53d, A110d.
PL peak intensity: fluence effect on the aging of its
illumination-time dependence After each aging period, the
PL peak intensity in Fig. 5k–o has illumination-time dependence that varies with fluence. For each aging, the shape
changes suddenly with increasing fluence. The threshold
fluence for these changes are A20d-f4, A53d-f3, and A110df4, respectively. The detailed analysis below shows that
1 MeV irradiation progressively affects the 454 nm illumination effect as fluence increases from f1 to f4. Increasing the
fluence irradiation dampens the illumination effect more
strongly for the shorter aging duration, A20d, than for the
longer ones, A53d, A110d. The damping effect is the higher
at the f4 fluence for A20d. It goes through a maximum at f3
for A110d.
For A20d, the illumination-time dependence is different for
the lower fluence range, fn ≤ f3, and the higher one, f3 < fn ≤
f4. For fn ≤ f3, the 454 illumination induces a steep decrease
with increasing illumination time for the spectra (1 ≤ n ≤ 3)
recorded during the first cycle. The decrease tends to level
off during the second illumination cycle for the spectra (4 ≤
n ≤ 6). For the fluence f4, illumination with time induces an
increase of the peak intensity that tends to level off during the
first and second illumination cycles for the spectra 1 ≤ n ≤ 6.
Compared to the first peak (n = 1), the relative variation for the
last peak, A20d_fn-dI(6th) progressively increase with increasing fluence: − 62%(rf-f0) < − 53%(f1) < − 50%(f2) < −
40%(f3) < + 13%(f4).
For A53d, A110d, the illumination-time dependence has
two type of shapes depending whether the fluence is in the
lower range, fn ≤ f2, or the higher one f2 < fn ≤ f4. For fn ≤ f2.
The 454 nm illumination with time induces a small decrease in
the peak intensity, − 20 ≤ A20_dIp(%) ≤ ~ 0, during the first
and second cycles for the spectra 1 ≤ n ≤ 6. For the fluence
range, f2 < fn ≤ f4, the peak intensity tends to remain constant.
For all layers (rf-f0 and fn irradiated ones), the dark period of
3 min seems to induce a small increase of the peak intensity

from the 4th to the 5th spectrum, 0 ≤ A20_dIp-5th-4th (%) ≤
~ + 5, between the two cycles.
Aging after electron irradiation: fluence-induced aging dependence of PL decay The comparison of the experimental
and fitted PL lifetime decay spectra versus increasing time in
Fig. 6, Ajd_fn-TRPL(t), for the fluences f1, f4 and j(d) = 20,
53, 110, illustrates that the increase of aging duration, from
20d(A20d) to 90d(A110d), tends to reduce the small difference between the time-dependence recorded over each spot
per layer. This tendency is true for any fluence f0 (reference rff0 layer) ≤ fn ≤ f4, which suggests that the layers tend to become more homogeneous as aging duration increases.
Figure 6 also illustrates that the decay slopes, Ajd_fnTRPL(t), vary differently with increasing aging. For A20/
53d, the backgrounds Ajd_fn-TRPL-BKL(t) are indeed higher
for f4 than f1. For A110d, this is the opposite for the
A110d_fn-TRPL-BKL(t) that is lower for f4 than f1. This
aging effect is reflected in the fluence –dependences of the
spectra average lifetime, Ajd_<τPn>Pn_rf-f0/_fn and those of
the two Ajd_fn_<τi>Pn_rf-f0/_fn, Ajd_fn_<Ii>Pn_rf-f0/_fn
spectra components as seen in Fig. 7. The average lifetimes
(Fig. 7a) go through a weak minimum, Ajd_<τPn>Pn_rf-f0/_fn
min, that is located in different fluence ranges depending on
aging and value in ns that increases with aging as follows:
A20d_f2 ≤ fn ≤ f3–1440(10); A53d_~f1–1933(69); A110d_
f2 ≤ fn ≤ f3–2410(50). The maximum values,f
Ajd_<τPn>Pn_rf-f0/_fn max are reached at fluences that decrease with increasing aging and have values in ns that go
through a minimum with increasing aging: A20d_f4–
4435(600); A53d_rf-f0–3004(466); A110d_rf-f0–4275(300).
The lifetime components (Fig. 7b, c), Ajd_fn_<τi>Pn_rf-f0/
_fn, with increasing fluence have shapes quite similar to those
of Ajd_<τPn>Pn_rf-f0/_fn. The minima, Ajd_fn_<τi>Pn_rf-f0/
_fn min, in ns are for the lower and higher component, respectively:
Ajd fn < τ1 > Pn rf −f 0= fn min
: A20d f2≤ fn≤ f3; A53d f1; A110d f2≤ fn≤ f3
Ajd fn < τ2 > Pn rf −f 0= fn min
: A20d f2≤ fn≤ f3; A53d f1; A110d f2≤ fn≤ f3
The maxima Ajd_fn_<τi>Pn_rf-f0/_fn max are reached at
fluences that decrease with increasing aging and have values
in ns that go through a minimum with increasing aging:
Ajd fn < τ1 > Pn rf −f 0= fn max
: A20d f4; A53d f0; A110d rf −f0
Ajd fn < τ2 > Pn rf −f 0= fn max
: A20d f4; A53d f0; A110d rf −f0
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Fig. 6 Time-resolved
photoluminescence recorded after
30 min laser illumination (Fig. 5)
over two Pn_Ajd spots after aging
in (GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3 HOIPs
for the 1 MeV e-irradiated Ajd_fn
layers at the f1 and f4 fluences.
The conditions for the Ajd aging
are j(d) = 20/53/110 under N2 atmosphere in dark at ~ 300 K. The
TRPL spectra are recorded using
a nano-LED_482nm, 14 pJ/pulse
energy, 100 ps pulse duration, and
10 kHz repetition rate. The laser
spot has a diameter of about
250 μm diameter. Straight lines
are fits to the experimental decays

The intensities for the lower component (Fig. 7d),
Ajd_<I1>Pn_rf-f0/_fn, with increasing fluence go through
two local minima at f2, f4 for A20d and through a maximum
at f2 for A53/110d. The values in % vary in the range 50 <
Ajd_<I1>Pn_rf-f0/_fn < 75%.
The contribution of each component, Ajd_<Ii τi>_rf-f0/_fn
to the average lifetime vary with increasing fluence and aging.
The stronger contribution (> 50%) is at any fluence and aging
from the longer component. This reflects that the variation of
the lifetime Ajd_<τ2>Pn_rf-f0/_fn, compensates the variation
of its intensity Ajd_<I2>Pn_rf-f0/_fn.

4 Discussion
As described above, 1 MeV electron irradiation at 300 K under
N2 atmosphere significantly affected the optical properties of
the (GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3 layers. The fluence dependence of
quadruple HOIPs on the aging behavior (absorbance) and response to the illumination treatment was performed after each
aging period (PL and TRPL) that showed the intrinsic defects
created upon 1 MeVelectron irradiation modified the electronic
states that are optically active. Defects can have different types
of interaction modes that apparently result in modified electronic states. The modes of interaction that appear predominant in
the (GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3 HOIP layers are discussed below to
elucidate the beneficial effects of electronic irradiation.
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Fig. 7 Fluence dependence of the average lifetime decay spectra recorded
after aging and 3 0 m in of laser illumination (Fig. 5) in
(GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3 HOIPs for the Ajd-rf-f0 reference layer and the
Ajd_fn 1 MeV e-irradiated layers at the fn fluence. The conditions for the

Ajd aging are j(d) = 20/53/110 under N2 atmosphere in dark at ~ 300 K
The TRPL spectra are recorded using a nano-LED_482nm, 14 pJ/pulse
energy, 100 ps pulse duration, and 10 kHz repetition rate. The laser spot
has a diameter of about 250 μm diameter

Irradiation versus native defects: effect on A0d optical absorption This paragraph shows that there are shallow and deep
A0d localized electronic states in the 7d aged A0d_rf-f0 and
1 MeV e-irradiated A0d_fn layers. The populations of A0d
defects that are respectively associated to these distributions
are modified by the 1 MeV e-irradiation. The concentration/
nature of the A0d defect populations and their contribution to
the A0d localized electronic states evolve with the A0d_fn-cir
concentrations of irradiation defects.

1.63(1) (Table 2). In A0d_rf-f0, the onset for the optical transitions is ~ 1.56(1) eV. The absorption edge has a width where the
logarithm of the absorbance increases linearly as the energy
increases up to ~ 1.68(1) eV (Fig. 1). This corresponds to an
exponential smearing of the absorption coefficient (Fig. 1),
α(E) = α°.exp((E-E°)/Eu(T(K)) with an Urbach energy ([20]
and references herein), EU(T(K)), characteristic of the energy
width of the absorption edge. The Urbach energy in the A0d_rff0 reference layer has a value in meV, A0d_rf-f0-Eu~300K-52(2)
(Table 4). This value in A0d_rf-f0 can be compared to the value
determined in a pristine layer prepared in the same way as rf-f0
and rf-17. The energy-dependence of the absorptance determined in this layer via photothermal deflection spectroscopy
(PDS) measurements at room temperature in perfluorinated liquid yields a value of 1.64(1) eV for the bandgap and of ~
18(2) meV for the Urbach energy. The value for the bandgap
is quite consistent with that in A0d_rf-f0. The value for the
Urbach energy is significantly lower than in A0d_rf-f0.
The 7 days aging (N2, dark, ~ 300 K) appears to have little
effect on the bandgap value while it affects the Urbach energy
in the GA0.015Cs0.046MA0.152FA0.787Pb(I0.815Br0.185)3layers.
The bandgap values in these layers are slightly higher, ≥
0.03(1) eV, than those reported in layers prepared from precursor solutions with different relative molarities as concern
the mixing of the four cations as well as of the halide anions

Native defects in the 7d aged A0d_rf-f0 reference layer The
energy-dependence of the absorbance in the A0d_rf-f0 reference layer corresponds to a layer that has aged 7d in dark under
N2 atmosphere at room temperature (N2, dark, ~ 300 K). This
energy-dependence displays the typical shape reported for similar quadruple cation based HOIPs [4, 5]. For the thickness of
the layer, d = 500 nm, the absorption coefficient, α(E), has a
value in cm−1: α(E) = 4.61 104A(E) (Fig. 2). At 2 eV, the value
~ 8 × 104 cm−1 is quite consistent with those found for example
in MAPbI3 [13, 17, 19] and of the same order as those in other
semiconductors used in photovoltaic applications. This shows
that the 7d aging has little effect on the absorption coefficient in
the higher energy range E(eV) ≥ 1.68.
As determined in Sect. 3, the optical bandgap at room temperature in A0d_rf-f0 has a value A0d_rf-f0_Eg~300K in eV of
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[4, 5]. In [4], GA cations were gradually incorporated in
Cs0.1(FA0.83MA0.17)0.9Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 perovskite films deposited on glass/ITO substrates. The GA content in the CsMAFA
precursor solutions was varied by adding GAPbI3 with increasing molar ratio from 10% to 40%. The bandgap energy
was found at around 1.61 eV independently on the amount of
GA addition in the precursor solutions. In [5],
Cs0.05(FA0.83(MA1-xGAx)0.17)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 perovskites
films on glass/FTO substrates were characterized as a function
of the MA to GA cation stoichiometry. Layers were prepared
from different precursor solutions where GA cations gradually
replace MA cations. In this case, the optical bandgap energy
value increases with increasing GA stoichiometry, from
1.60 eV for x = 0.1 to ~ 1.63 eV for x = 0.6. From DFT calculations, it is generally the PbX6 octahedra that are considered
as the main factor determining the bandgap value [2, 21]. The
size of the cations on the A-sites of the APbX3 perovskites can
however either contract or expand the crystal lattice, thereby
altering the optical bandgap [22]. The small differences in the
bandgap values reported by [4, 5] with those reported here
may rather be ascribed to the slight differences in the halide
anion stoichiometry.
The exponential increase of the absorbance at the absorption edge is related to the existence of transitions involving
electronic states lying in tails of the density of states in the
valence and conduction bands (band tails) ([20] and references
herein). The existence of native near-band edge electronic
states has already been reported for HOIPs. From external
quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements at the absorption
edge, an Urbach energy of 16(1) meV is derived for the active
MAPbI3 layers in n-i-p or p-i-n solar cells, independently on
the preparation procedure—vapor deposition growth or coating from solutions [23]. The presence of band tails in pristine
FAPbI 3 was also inferred from the PL temperaturedependence [24]. The authors report the presence of two peaks
in the PL spectra obtained at low-temperature PL measurements performed at increasing illumination intensity. The
higher energy peak with increasing temperature displays a
blue-shift to higher energy. On the contrary, the lower energy
peak with increasing temperature exhibits a redshift. The blueshift is the usual behavior observed in HOIPs ([24] and references herein). It was attributed by Wright et al. to the radiative
recombination of electron-hole delocalized in the
conduction-valence bands and identified as excitons
from 10 to 50 K in FAPbI3. The lower peak was related
to trap mediated radiative emission.
The 7 days aged A0d_rf-f0 reference layer (7d, N2, dark, ~
300 K) has a much larger Urbach energy than the pristine rf-17
layer, by about a factor ~ 3.3. It follows that the tail distribution of shallow localized electronic states is broader in
A0d_rf-f0 than in rf-17. The question is whether this difference reflects uncontrolled variability in the layer preparation
and/or the 7d aging. One notices that the bandgap in the

pristine layer prepared with the same procedure as rf-17 and
A0d_rf-f0, 1.64(1) eV, is in excellent agreement with the 1st
PL peak energy in the pristine rf-17 layer, 1.6426(5) eV. This
strongly supports that the 7d aging rather than variability during layer preparation plays a dominant role in the broadening
of the band tails. This broadening indicates an increase of the
concentration of the defects that give rise to the shallow localized electronic states in the bandgap tail. The question is
whether these 7d aging-induced defects in the A0d_rf-f0 reference layer have the same nature as those that are generated
during the preparation. One possibility is that the interaction
between the layer surface and the N2 atmosphere induces
structural disorder (vacancies, interstitials, dislocations, site
substitutions) or compositional one (deviation from stoichiometry, doping) that are rather specific to the (N2, dark, ~
300 K) aging processes than to the preparation.
At higher and lower energy than the absorbance edge, the
A0d_rf-f0 reference layer absorption coefficient varies slowly
in A0d_rf-f0. The ratio of its values in the lower range to the
higher energy range mainly reflects the height of the absorbance steep step. For example, as energy decreases from 2 to
1.2 eV, the absorption coefficient decreases by factor
α~300K(1.2)/α~300K(2) ~ 1.1 × 10−1. This factor is much smaller than in the pristine layer prepared in the same condition as
A0d_rf-f0 and rf-17. The ratio between the two values is in
this layer, ~ 8.2 × 10−4. Such variations are also observed in
other HOIPs. For example, the ratio for α ~300K (1.53)/
α~300K(1.7) as energy decreases from 1.7 to 1.53 eV are in
MAPbI3 about ~ 10−2 [13] or 2.5 × 10−3 [25], and for example
~ 1.3 × 10−1 in Cs0.17FA0.83Pb(Br0.2I(0.8))3 [18], respectively.
Below the absorption edge, for 1.2 ≤ E(eV) ≤ 1.6, the
A0d_rf-f0 reference layer absorption coefficient slowly decreases with decreasing energy towards mid–gap and, as seen
above, its values remain quite high compared to those in the
higher energy range above the absorption edge. This indicates
that, beyond the absorption onset towards mid-gap, there is a
A0d_rf-f0 distribution of deep localized electronic states. This
distribution is present in the 7 days aged A0d_rf-f0 layer and
absent in the pristine one. It reflects the differences in the layer
quality as concern structural and compositional disorders.
Distributions of deep electronic states have also been observed
in MAPbI3 layers [13, 23]. More generally, in semiconductors, defects giving rise to localized electronic states lying
deep in the forbidden gap may modify the sub-band optical
behavior [26]. One of the known examples is the native defect
energy level known as EL2 in GaAs [27]. This localized energy level is located at 0.75 eV below the conduction-band
extremum. When the EL2 defects are present, this level can
completely dominate the sub-bandgap absorption at 10 K.
Another example for amorphous silicon deposited on sapphire
(SOS) is the effect on absorption of ion implantation [28]. The
authors report the existence of some new features that appear
after implantation in the subgap region of absorption at 300 K.
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The authors attribute them to the formation of divacancy
defects in ion-implanted amorphous silicon. Another effect is that ion-implantation induced an increase of the
absorption coefficient in the sub-band region. This absorption increase is attributed to the formation of a damaged crystalline silicon or a co-existence of amorphous
and crystalline damaged silicon phases.
In summary, the 7d aging (N2, dark, ~300 K) in the
GA0.015Cs0.046MA0.152FA0.787Pb(I0.815Br0.185)3 A0d_rf-f0 reference layer generates “native” 7d aging-induced defects that
give rise to A0d_rf-f0 deep localized electronic states. Defects
that generate A0d_rf-f0 shallow levels are also introduced. On
the basis of the absorbance, it is difficult to determine whether
the 7d aging-induced A0d_rf-f0 shallow defects have the same
nature as those present in a pristine layer or are different.
Irradiation versus native defects in the A0d_fn layers aged 7d
before irradiation In the irradiated A0d_fn layers, it is assumed that the 7d aging before irradiation induces native 7d
aging-induced defect populations similar to those present in
the A0d_rf-f0 reference layer. The absorption coefficient in
the higher energy range above absorption edge, ~ 1.68 ≤
E(eV) ≤ 2.12 eV, and the bandgap remain independent on
fluence in the A0d_fn layers (Table 2). For both, the values
in the irradiated A0d_fn layers are the same as in the A0d_rff0 layer. This is a clear evidence that 1 MeV e-irradiation at
fluences, f1 ≤ fn ≤ f4, introduces irradiation defect populations
with A0d_fn-cir concentrations low enough to preserve the
layer composition stoichiometry and crystalline structure that
exist in the A0d_rf-f0 layer.
There is an exponential smearing of the absorption edge in
the irradiated A0d_fn layers that yields to fluence dependent
Urbach energies (Table 4). The values are in meV, A0d_fnEu~300K: _ f1-f2-f3–47(2); _f4–50(2). When compared to the
value in A0d_rf-f0 reference layer, 52(2) meV, the width of the
A0d_fn band tails goes through a weak minimum as the concentration of irradiation defects increase in the range f1 < fn ≤
f3. This minimum suggests the A0d_fn tails of shallow localized electronic states evolve with the irradiation defects according to different modes depending on their A0d_fn-cir concentration. The A0d_f1-cir concentration of irradiation defects
appears to be sufficient to slightly reduce the width of the
initial band tails. The irradiation defects seem to partially remove the initial native ones. As fluence increases further, it is
only the higher A0d_f4-cir concentration of irradiation defects
that appears to be sufficient for contributing also to the band
tails and to broaden their distribution.
In the lower energy range below the absorption onset,
1.2 ≤ E(eV) ≤ 1.6 eV, the absorption coefficients in the irradiated A0d_fn layers have a slow decrease towards mid-gap and
have still high values. For example, the value at 1.2 eV is only
one order of magnitude less than at 2 eV. This shows the
existence of electronic states in the sub-bandgap region which

extends towards mid-gap. The baseline of the absorption coefficient reaches a minimum with increasing fluence for f3.
This indicates that the initial sub-bandgap distribution of electronic states below 1.6 eV present in the reference A0d_rf-f0
layer is affected by the introduction of irradiation defects. The
A0d_fn irradiated layers are more transparent than the reference A0d_rf-f0 one. This suggests that irradiation reduces the
density of the “native” 7d aging-induced deep electronic states
or affects the absorption oscillator strength by changing their
nature. In the first case, the role of the irradiation defects in
A0d_fn implies a destruction of the initial deep electronic
states observed in A0d_rf-f0. In the second case, it implies a
progressive replacement of those with irradiation-induced
deep electronic states. The competition between these two
processes can explain why the absorbance in the lower energy
region goes through a minimum for the f3 fluence. As fluence
increases up to f2, the predominant role of the irradiation
defects is to progressively remove the contribution of the native deep electronic states to the optical absorption. At f3, the
concentration of irradiation defects, A0d_f3-cir, reaches a
threshold value sufficient for partially removing the initial
deep electronic states defects in A0d_rf-f0. The absorbance
for f3 then goes through a minimum. Above the f3 fluence,
as the concentration further increases to A0d_f4-cir, their role
as producing deep electronic states within the bandgap becomes predominant. It is reflected by the absorbance increase
as fluence increases from f3 to f4.
The absorbance oscillations in the energy region 1.2 ≤ E ≤
1.6 eV have amplitudes that are higher in the irradiated Ajd_fn
layers than in the reference A0d_rf-f0 one. In the case of thin
layers/films on thick substrates, oscillations may appear in the
transmission and reflection spectra that arise from interference
fringes produced at the interface between the layer/film and its
substrate [29]. The stronger amplitude of the oscillations in the
A0d_fn layers suggests that roughness is stronger in A0d_fn
than in A0d_rf-f0 [30].
In summary, for the 1 MeV electron irradiation conditions
chosen in this work, the fluence effects observed for the A0d
absorbance in the (GACsMAFAPb)(IBr)3 layers set-18 are
fully consistent with the existence of distributions of shallow
and deep sub-bandgap electronic states. The density and/or the
nature of the localized states change with the concentration of
irradiation defects in the A0d_fn layers. At the low A0d_fn-cir
concentrations in the fluence range f1 ≤ fn ≤ f3, the irradiation
defects most likely decrease the density of the shallow and
deep electronic states initially present. Their main role is then
to partially remove the native 7d aging-induced defects that
give rise to the initial distributions, i.e., the defects that exist
after the (7d, N2, dark, ~ 300 K) initial aging. At the higher
A0d_f4-cir concentration, for the f4 fluence, their main role is
to introduce shallow and deep localized electronic sates that
differ from the initial ones.
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Electron irradiation induced-aging of optical absorption
Absorbance gives access to four types of variations that can
be examined to determine how the initial 7d aging-induced
defects evolve with aging duration in the Ajd_rf-f0 reference
layer and interact with the irradiation defects in the 1 MeV eirradiated Ajd_fn layers (j(d) = 53, 110). These variations are
those of (i) the bandgap, (ii) the Urbach energy, (iii) the energy
dependence of the absorption coefficient in the higher energy
range above the absorption edge, E(eV) ≥ 1.68, and (iv) the
energy dependence of the absorption coefficient in the lower
energy range below the absorption edge, E(eV) ≤ 1.6.
Aging-induced defects in the A53d/A110d_rf-f0 layer The
main effect of increasing the aging duration in the
A53d/A110d_rf-f0 layer is to induce variations of the (ii)
and (iii) types. (ii) The increase of aging duration produces a
distribution of shallow electronic states that slightly broadens
as aging duration after preparation increases from 7d(A0d) to
60d(A53d), and further, till 117d(A110d). (iii) In the higher
energy range above the absorption edge, E(eV) ≥ 1.68, the
aging between 7d(A0d) to 60d(A53d) induces a decrease of
the absorption coefficient that is much stronger above
E(eV) ≥ 2.2 than below. The further aging from 60d(A53d)
to 117d(A110d) has a much smaller effect. It only slightly
decreases the absorption coefficient. It follows that the increase of aging duration after preparation to 60d(A53d) and
further, till, 117d(A110d) introduces two kinds of Ajd_rf-f0
aging-induced defects population. The first kind rather affects
the shallow localized electronic states. The second one rather
affects the absorption coefficient in the higher energy range
above the absorption onset.
Irradiation induced-aging defects in the A53d/A110d_fn
layers The concentration of irradiation defects, A0d_fn-cir,
introduced in the A0d_fn layers induces variation of the four
types as aging duration after irradiation increases up to
53d(A53d) and 110d(A110d). (i)The optical bandgap in the
A53d/110d_fn irradiated layers depends on the fn fluence.
Compared to the respective values in A53/A110d_rf-f0 reference layer, it has a systematic tendency to slightly shrink as the
irradiation defect concentration reaches a threshold value corresponding to the f2 fluence. The irradiation-induced bandgap
narrowing for f2 ≤ fn ≤ f4 depends on the aging duration and
has values in eV, Ajd_fn-dEg ~300K : A53d_f2-f3-f4-(−
0.02(2)); A110d_f2_(− 0.02(2)), A110d_f3-f4_(− 0.03(2)).
(ii) The absorbance exhibits an energy exponential dependence in the steep part at the absorption edge of the A53/
A110d_fn layers. The associated Ajd_fn Urbach energy in
the A53d/A110d_fn layers goes through a maximum as the
A0d_fn-cir irradiation defect concentration increases with increasing fluence. The maximum for both aging durations is
reached for the A0d_f2-cir defects concentration produced at
the f2 fluence (Table 4). The maximum value of the Ajd_f2

Urbach energy at f2 increases with aging duration and has
values in meV, Ajd_f2-Eu ~300K, max : A53d_f2-83(2),
A110d_f2-100(2). (iii) In the higher energy range above the
absorption edge (E(eV) ≥ 1.68), the absorption coefficient decreases with increasing A0d_fn-cir irradiation defect concentration. The decrease is stronger above E(eV) ≥ 2.2 than below. Furthermore, it reaches a saturation level at each A53d/
110d aging as the A0d_fn irradiation defects reaches a concentration threshold, A0d_f2-cir, corresponding at the f2
fluence. (iv) In the lower energy range below the absorption
edge, 1.2 ≤ E(eV) ≤ 1.6, the A53d/A110d absorbance depends
on the A0d_fn-cir concentrations of irradiation defects. As
aging duration increases, 47d(A110d-A53d), the Ajd_fn
layers absorption increases in this energy region. At each
A53d/A110d aging, the most absorbing Ajd_fn layers correspond to the A0d_f1-cir and A0d_f2-cir irradiation defect concentrations introduced at the f1 and f2 fluences, respectively.
Irradiation induced-A53d/A110d aging processes When the
effects of increasing aging duration are compared for the absorbance in the irradiated Ajd_fn and the reference Ajd_rf-f0
layers, there is clear evidence that the A0d_fn irradiation defects
affect the 53d/110d aging processes. The A0d_f2-cir concentration of irradiation defects introduced at the f2 fluence in the
A0d_f2 layer appears as a threshold. At this threshold concentration, the aging processes in the f2 layer (i) start to shrink the
A53d/A110d_fn bandgaps and (ii) produce A53d/A110d_fn
band tails with a maximal width. The width is about 36–40%
larger in the A53d/A110d_f2 layer than in the A53d/A110d_rff0 reference one. At this threshold concentration, the aging
processes (iii) cease to affect the A53d/A110d_fn absorption
coefficients in the higher energy range above the absorption
edge. At this threshold concentration, the aging processes (iv)
induce the higher A53d/A110d_fn subgap absorbance. These
correlated effects lead to conclude that the irradiation-aging
induced defect populations differ below and above the
A0d_f2-cir irradiation defect concentration. Depending on the
balance between the competitive chemical reactions occurring
during aging, the concentration and/or the nature of the shallow
and deep localized electronic states change below and above
this threshold concentration.
In summary, the energy-dependence of absorbance in the
Ajd_rf-f0 reference layer has a (jd, N2, dark, ~ 300 K) aginginduced evolution that leads to identify three different kinds of
Ajd_rf-f0 defect populations. One kind (i) induces a slight
Ajd_rf-f0 bandgap shrinkage and, consequently, corresponds to a
high aging-defect concentration, Ajd_rf-f0_c1ag. The two others
(ii) and (iii) generate shallow and deep Ajd_rf-f0 electronic states,
respectively. The concentration associated to the shallow ones is so
high that the states overlap and give rise to a quasi-continuous
distribution of energy levels in the Ajd_rf-f0 band tails.
The energy-dependence of absorbance in the Ajd_fn irradiated layers has a (N 2 , dark, ~ 300 K) aging-induced
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evolution consistent with the existence of three types of
Ajd_fn defect populations that generates (i) Ajd_fn bandgap
shrinkage, (ii) shallow and (iii) deep Ajd_fn electronic states,
respectively. None of the three irradiation-aging induced populations displays a monotonous evolution as a function of the
irradiation defects concentrations (A0d_fn-cir) with increasing
aging. The three types of (i)-(iii) irradiation-induced aging
populations in the Ajd_fn irradiated layers differ by their concentration and/or nature from the aging-induced ones in the
Ajd_rf-f0 reference layer. The increase of aging duration tends
to systematically increase the contribution of the Ajd_fn deep
electronic states to the Ajd_fn sub-bandgap absorbance.
Natural and irradiation-induced-aging defects: PL after 1–
3 min of illumination (454 nm, 1.1 W/cm2, air, ~ 300 K)
When illumination starts in the aged Ajd (j(d) = 20, 53, 110)
rf-f0 reference and 1 MeV e-irradiated fn layers, as discussed
above, three types of irradiation aging-induced Ajd defects are
initially present. The first one induces the slight bandgap
Ajd_fn shrinkage that depends on aging and fluence. The
second one generates the Ajd band tails of shallow electronic
states. The third one gives rise to the Ajd sub-bandgap distributions of deep electronic states. For the 20d aged states of the
layers, the properties of these distributions are inferred from
those in the A0d and A53d aged states. As a result of the
“native” Ajd aging-induced distributions, the Fermi level position in dark can vary in the Ajd_rf-f0 and Ajd_fn layers.
Under illumination, the electron and hole quasi-Fermi level
respective positions may also depend on the layer states ([31]
and references herein). Furthermore, the elimination of the
metastable A0d_fn irradiations defects in the Ajd_fn layers
can have properties that differ under illumination from those
in dark. The reason is that the defect migration energy and the
rates of the chemical reactions involving the defects are expected to depend on the occupancy of the defect charge states.
Those occupancies are controlled by the respective positions of the defect ionization levels and of the Fermi
level in dark or those of the electron and hole quasi
Fermi levels under illumination.
For the A20d aging, the values for the A20d_fn
bandgap shrinkage are expected between those for the
A0d_fn and A53d_fn ones (Table 2). For the shallow
electronic states, the Urbach energies associated to the
A20d_fn near bandgap distributions are inferred from
the values determined for the A0d and A53d ones
(Table 4). For the A20d_rf-f0 reference layer, the value
is most likely equal to their average, 53(2) meV (Table 4).
For the irradiated A20d_fn layers, it seems reasonable to
assume that the A20d_fn Urbach energies are for each fn
fluence between the A0d_fn and A53d_fn values
(Table 4), respectively. The indetermination of the value
covers an order of magnitude as the concentration of irradiation defects increases with increasing fluence from f1

to f4. This indetermination is minimal for the fluence f1,
3(50–47) meV. It goes through a marked maximum for the
fluence f2, 36(83–47) meV. Then, as the irradiation defect
concentrations increases further at higher fluence, the
range of indetermination becomes quasi-constant and,
about, twice less than at f2 with values for f3-14(61–
47) meV and f4-17(67–50) meV.
For the deep electronic states, their A20d sub-bandgap distribution is expected to affect the energy dependence of the
absorption coefficient in the A20d_rf-f0 reference and
A20d_fn irradiated layers and induce variations between those
due to the A0d and A53d sub-bandgap distributions. For all
the fluences, except f2, these distributions are expected to be
less absorbent in the A20d_fn layers than in the A20d_rf-f0
one. There is an indetermination for the f2 fluence. The question is whether the sub-bandgap distribution during the 20d
aging remains less or becomes more absorbent in A20d_f2
than in A20d_rf-f0. Indeed, from less absorbent in the
A0d_f2 state than in A0d_rf-f0, the distribution becomes more
absorbent in the A53d_f2 one than in A53d_rf-f0.
First PL spectra in the pristine rf-17 and aged Ajd_rf-f0 layers
For the pristine rf-17 layer, the 1st PL spectrum recorded after
1 min of 488 nm illumination in air can be considered as
defining the quality of the pristine state of a
(GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3 layer. For the layer set-18, the 1st
PL spectra are recorded after 3 min of 454 nm illumination
in air. These spectra in Ajd_rf-f0 define the quality of a layer
where processes occurring during (N2, dark, ~ 300 K) aging
after preparation are coupled to those occurring during 3 min
illumination at 454 nm in air performed after each aging period. One question is whether the radiative recombination in the
pristine rf-17 and aged Ajd_rf-f0 reference layers involves
only band-to-band carrier recombination or involves also radiative recombination via carrier traps.
The difference between the values of the bandgap and 1st
PL peak energy depends on the layer state (Table 5). For the
pristine state, there is an excellent agreement between those
two values, 1.64(1)eV in the pristine layer -prepared as rf-17and the 1st PL peak recorded in rf-17 after 1 min of illumination, 1.6426(5) eV. This suggests that it is rather band-to-band
radiative recombination that takes place in the pristine
GA0.015Cs0.046MA0.152FA0.787Pb(I0.815Br0.185)3 rf-17 layer.
In the aged Ajd_rf-f0 reference layer, the energy differences,
Ajd_rf-f0- [Eg-Ep(1st)], remain quasi-constant ~ 0.04(1) eV
as the aging duration increases (Table 5). This is independent
of the tendency (at the limit of detection) for the bandgap to
shrink by − 0.02(2) eV in Ajd_rf-f0 during the 110d aging
from A0d to A110d. The differences are slightly smaller, by
~ 10–20 meV, than the initial Urbach energy for the Ajd_rf-f0:
A0d/53d/100d_rf-f0-Eu~300K-52/53/59(2). In addition, there
is no correlation with increasing aging between the variations
of the 1st PL peak energy and FHWM in the reference Ajd_rf-
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Table 5 Difference between the first photoluminescence peak and
bandgap energy after aging in (GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3 HOIPs for the
reference Ajd-rf-f0 and the 1 MeV e-irradiated Ajd_fn layers at the fn

fluence. The conditions for the Ajd aging are j(d) = 0/20/53/110 under N2
atmosphere in dark at ~ 300 K

(Ep(Ajd_fn)-Eg(Ajd_fn)) (eV)

rf-f0

f1

f2

f3

f4

vsf0_f1

vsf0_f2

vsf0_f3

vsf0_f4

Ep(A20d)-Eg(A0d)
Ep(A53d)-Eg(A53d)
Ep(A110d)-Eg(A110d)
vsA0d_A53d
vsA0d_A110d
vsA53d_A110d

− 0.04(1)
− 0.04(1)
− 0.04(1)
0.00(2)
0.00(2)
0.00(2)

− 0.04(1)
− 0.04(1)
− 0.03(1)
0.00(2)
0.01(2)
0.01(2)

− 0.04(1)
− 0.02(1)
− 0.03(1)
0.02(2)
0.01(2)
0.01(2)

− 0.04(1)
–
− 0.01(1)
–
0.03(2)
–

− 0.06(1)
− 0.03(1)
− 0.01(1)
0.03(2)
0.05(2)
0.02(2)

0.00(2)
0.00(2)
0.01(2)

0.00(2)
0.02(2)
0.01(2)

0.00(2)
–
0.03(2)

− 0.02(2)
0.01(2)
0.03(2)

f0 layer. The Ajd_rf-f0 1stPL peak FWHM goes through a
maximum after the A53d aging while the Ajd_rf-f0 1st PL
peak energy goes on decreasing. This reflects that the
Ajd_rf-f0 1st PL spectra are composed of overlapping shallow
emission transitions that evolve towards lower energies with
increasing aging in the Ajd_rf-f0 reference layer. Given the
Ajd_rf-f0 1st PL characteristics, the conclusion is that radiative carrier recombination in Ajd_rf-f0 involves shallow energy levels after each Ajd aging.
For most inorganic semiconductors, the broadening of a PL
peak may depend on several factors, notably scattering with
defects (imperfections, disorder…) as well as electron-phonon
coupling [32, 33]. In pristine HOIPs -MAPbI3, MAPbBr3,
FAPbI3, FAPbBr3- layers deposited on quartz substrates,
FWHM was extracted from temperature-dependent steadystate PL under vacuum and compared with the emission
broadening estimated from DFT and many-body perturbation
theory calculations [32]. This broadening was found to mainly
arise from the sum of the impurity scattering term and
electron-optical phonon scattering. The first term is temperature independent. The second one increases linearly with increasing temperature. At room temperature, the extracted
FWHM values in vacuum vary between 0.09 and 0.11 eV
and are shown to be in good agreement with the DFT calculations. The values reported in [32] are consistent with those
found for the first PL spectra in the pristine rf-17 layer,
0.099(1) eV, and in the aged reference Ajd_rf-f0 layer spectra,
between 0.110(4) and 0.113(4) eV in (air, 300 K).
The shallow trap-assisted carrier radiative recombination in
the aged reference Ajd_rf-f0 layer has the interesting property
that the Ajd_rf-f0 1st PL peak intensity goes through a minimum at A53d. The shallow electronic levels under illumination have an ability to participate to radiative recombination
that slightly decreases (− 10%), during the first 33d(A20dA53d) aging period. This ability is so much restored during
the second 47d(A53d-A110d) one that the 1st PL peak intensity becomes 80% higher in A110d_rf-f0 than in A20d_rf-f0.
This evolution is singular when compared to the broadening
of the initial Ajd near bang gap tails, 1 meV from A20d to

A53d and 6 meV from A53d to A110d. The assumption that
the initial Ajd_rf-f0 aging-induced shallow electronic levels
directly play a role implies that the 6 meV broadening increases the probability of radiative recombination under
3 min of illumination by 90% from A53d_rf-f0 to A110d_rff0. It also implies that the 6 meV broadening results in the
associated decrease of the 1st PL peak energy of approx. −
0.010 eV. It seems rather difficult to attribute such effects to
the 6 meV broadening. Consequently, this questions the direct
role of the initial Ajd_rf-f0 aging-induced shallow electronic
levels on the radiative recombination in the Ajd_rf-f0 layer.
The initial Ajd_rf-f0 aging-induced deep sub-bandgap electronic levels are potential non-radiative recombination centers
that, depending on the occupancy of their ionization levels
under illumination, can affect the Ajd_rf-f0 1st PL intensities.
On the basis of the quasi-absence of variation of the subbandgap absorption during the 47d(A53d-A110d) second aging period, they appear to remain rather stable during this
second period. For them to be at the origin of the huge difference (90%) between the A53d and A110d_rf-f0 1st PL intensities requires that their occupancy is totally different under
illumination performed in the aged reference Ajd_rf-f0 layer
after the A53d/A110d aging. Such a property seems to be
unlikely and, consequently, questions their direct role.
In summary, the features of the evolution of the Ajd_rf-f0
1st PL peak characteristics with increasing aging in the
Ajd_rf-f0 reference layer lead to the conclusion that most
likely the first 3 min of illumination already affects both
Ajd_rf-f0 distributions of shallow and deep electronic levels.
One notices that this is also the case in the pristine layers (Fig.
4) when one compares the initial Urbach energy (18 meV) and
initial absence of deep subgap states with the PL evolution in
rf-17. Between the 3rd and 1st PL spectra in rf-17, the 3 min
instead of 1 min of illumination already induces a decrease of
approx. − 0.026 meV and approx. − 30% for the energy and
intensity, respectively. The nature and density of those
illumination-induced defect populations may differ in the
Ajd_rf-f0 aged reference layer and the rf-17 pristine one, depending on the chemical reactions that are initiated and
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promoted under 454 nm ~ 300 K illumination in air by the
initially different defect populations.
First PL spectra in the irradiated and, subsequently, aged Ajdfn layers The aging dependence of the 1stPL spectra in the
irradiated Ajd_fn aged layers is clearly affected by the
A0d_fn-cir irradiation defect concentrations. After 3 min of
illumination, the Ajd_fn-1st PL spectra have emission characteristics (energy, FHWM, intensity) that are controlled by the
under-illumination occupancy of the electronic levels. In the
Ajd_fn layers, there exist different types of initial electronic
levels: (i) the delocalized ones in the conduction/valence
bands and, in addition, depending on the A0d_fn-cir irradiation defect concentrations, those (ii) localized at irradiationaging defects and those (iii) partially or fully delocalized in
irradiation-aging defect bands.
One question is whether the introduction of the A0d_fn-cir of
the irradiation defects promotes radiative recombination via
band-to-band or carrier traps in the Ajd_fn aged irradiated
layers. One can examine how the difference between the 1st
PL peak energy and the bandgap values, Ajd_fn-[Eg-Ep(1st)]
(eV), evolves with the A0d_fn-cir concentration of irradiation
defects to determine which radiative process is the most probable. Table 5 shows that the emission energy is lower than the
bandgap for every aging duration and fluence. The energy
emission is the less different from the bandgap, approx. −
0.01 eV, for the A110d aging and the higher A0d_fn-cir concentrations of irradiation defects at the f3-f4 fluences. In this
case, given this low value, the possibility that the emission
corresponds to a band-to-band radiative recombination cannot
be totally excluded. Otherwise, the large shifts for the other
aging periods and irradiation defect concentrations, approx. −
0.06 to approx. − 0.02 eV (Table 5), suggest that the radiative
carrier recombination remains assisted by shallow carrier traps.
The detailed examination of the Ajd_fn-1st PL spectra
shows that the A0d_fn-cir irradiation defect concentrations
induces no simultaneous monotonous variations of their characteristics - peak energy, FWHM and intensity. There are
however some key trends (i)–(vi) worth noting between their
evolution with increasing Ajd aging:
(i) The Ajd_f1-PL(1st) spectra for the lower A0d_f1-cir concentration have energy and FWHM values that are always
the higher ones.
(ii) There is an absence of correlation between the Ajd_fnEp(1st) peak energy and initial Ajd_fn Urbach energy
variations with increasing Ajd aging.
(iii) The irradiation-induced dispersion of the Ajd_fn-1stPL
peak energy and FWHM goes through a minimum after
the A53d aging.
(iv) For A20d, the A20d_fn-Ip(1st) intensity decreases with
increasing concentration of irradiation defects:

A20d_f1-Ip(1st)-~(− 20%)>~A20d_f2Ip(1st)>A20d_f3-Ip(1st)>>A20d_f4-Ip(1st)-~(−60%).
(v) The irradiation-induced dispersion of the Ajd_fn-Ip(1st)
intensities goes on decreasing with increasing aging.
(vi) Except for the Ajd_f1 layer, the Ajd_fn-1st PL intensity
increases with increasing A20d to A110d aging. This
property becomes also true in the Ajd_f1 layer with
increasing A53d to A110d aging.
The trend (i) indicates that the main A20d_fn emission
transitions involve ionization levels that are the shallower
ones at the lower irradiation defects concentration, A0d_f1cir. The trend (ii–iii) suggest that the emission transitions due
to shallow levels are not directly imposed by change in the
occupancy of the electronic levels arising from the initial
irradiation-aging near band edge distributions. It rather seems
to indicate that illumination generates specific distributions of
shallow levels. The trend (iv) shows that the concentrations of
A20d_fn non-radiative recombination centers active under illumination increase with the A0d_fn-cir concentrations. The
trend (v) shows that the effects of the A0d_fn-cir irradiation
defect concentrations on the Ajd_fn non-radiative recombination centers active under illumination decrease with increasing
Ajd aging duration. The trend (vi) appears to occur when the
aging-induced Ajd_fn bandgap shrinkage yields in the Ajd_fn
layers to bandgap values in eV, Ajd_fn(Eg) ≤ 1.61(1).
In summary, when the 3 min (454 nm, air, ~ 300 K) illumination effects are compared in the Ajd_fn irradiated layers
and the Ajd_rf-f0 reference one, the most obvious differences
concern the Ajd_fn-PL(1st) intensities. The ratios Ajd_fnIp(1st)/A20d_rf-f0-Ip(1st) and the ratios Ajd_fn-Ip(1st)/
Ajd_rf-f0-Ip(1st) at each aging are systematically lower than
1. This is clear evidence that the combination of irradiationinduced aging (N2, dark, ~ 300 K) and 3 min of 454 nm illumination systematically yields to concentrations of nonradiative recombination centers always higher under illumination in the Ajd_fn irradiated layers than in the Ajd_rf-f0 reference one. There is a decrease of these centers as aging increases from A20d to A110d in the Ajd_fn layers. This aging
property is also valid in the aged reference Ajd_rf-f0 layer
although associated to a much stronger A110d reduction of
the non-radiative recombination centers under illumination.
The aging-induced recovery of the 1st PL intensity is severely
damped by the introduction of the A0d_fn-cir irradiation defects. It is worth noting that this irradiation-induced quenching
of the aging recovery of the Ajd_fn 1st PL intensity occurs
without any correlation to the energy of the Ajd_fn emission
transitions and FWHM associated to shallow levels in the
Ajd_fn aged irradiated layers. It follows that the radiative
shallow and non-radiative, a priori deep, electronic levels under illumination are associated to two different natures of under illumination-active defect population. Most likely, as in
the Ajd_rf-f0 reference and pristine rf-17 layer, chemical
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reactions during the (3 min, 454 nm, air, ~ 300 K) illumination
modify the initial Ajd_fn aging–induced defect population.
The kinetics and/or nature of these chemical reactions evolve
with the A0d_fn-cir irradiation defects.
Irradiation-induced aging and illumination defects under
continuous illumination: PL versus illumination-time The effect of continuous illumination on the photoluminescence has
d i s t i n c t i v e
f e a t u r e s
i n
t h e
GA0.015Cs0.046MA0.152FA0.787Pb(I0.815Br0.185)3 layers depending on their quality: pristine (rf-17), aged after preparation (Ajd_rf-f0) or irradiated after 7d aging and, further, subsequently aged (Ajd_fn).
Continuous illumination in the pristine rf-17 layer (488 nm,
2548 W/cm2, air, ~ 300 K) . The PL peak energy and FHWM
evolutions during the 5 h of illumination in rf-17 show that the
PL spectra are formed of an evolving superposition of components with the contribution of the lower energy components
increasing with illumination time. At the end of the 5 h illumination, the PL peak energy in the pristine rf-17 layer when
compared to the bandgap, 1.64(1) eV, display a strong redshift
with value in eV, rf-17-dEpg~300K(300th)-~-0.058(1). This
redshift is much higher than the initial Urbach energy in the
pristine layer, ~ 0.018 eV. Its value is about those of the
Urbach energy induced by aging in Ajd-rf-f0, 52–59(2) eV.
This suggests that illumination under air generates defects in
rf-17 that give rise to a distribution of shallow electronic
levels.
In addition, illumination is associated in rf-17 to a strong
photo-quenching of the PL intensity. One question is whether
light produces two types of defects in rf-17, those at the origin
of the broadening of the band tails and those responsible for
the intensity photo-quenching. The small decrease of the energy and intensity between the 30th and 300th, − 20% and −
10%, respectively, shows that both distributions are mainly
produced during the first 30 min of illumination.
Light illumination effects have been extensively investigated in HOIPs in the recent years. Results give evidence that
different behaviors are reported depending on the illumination
conditions (atmosphere, temperature) and on HOIPs composition and types (crystals, layer/substrates, encapsulated layer/
substrates, active layers in solar cells, etc.) [34].
In MAPbI3, for example, illumination at room temperature
is reported to induce an increase of the PL peak intensity in
layer/glass under N2 and air atmosphere [10, 35] or in single
crystals under air or argon atmosphere (Tian2015). The origin
of this so-called light soaking effect is attributed to lightinduced iodide migration [35] or to oxygen induced-curing
of defects [11]. In the first case [35], using Time-of-flight
secondary ion-mass spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS), the authors
demonstrate that iodide ions migrate away from the laser spot
during illumination. The PL peak energy remains constant

under illumination. The PL intensity at the laser spot can be
reversibly restored in dark. The authors propose that a charge
space induced by the laser illumination creates a local electrical field that drifts iodide ions away from the illuminated
region. In the second case [11], the PL intensity increase is
reported for illumination of crystals in air. The authors attribute the PL intensity enhancement with illumination-time to a
photochemical reaction involving oxygen which passivates
deep-lying trap defects.
In mixed halide HOIPs where the X site is occupied by a
mixing of I- and Br- anions, illumination is reported to shift
the PL peak energy to lower energies [12, 36–38]. This effect
referred as the “Hoke effect” is observable for light intensities
higher than 1 sun [34] and is reversible in dark when the light
is switched off. The physical origin of this effect is under
debate. Local heating induced by laser illumination is excluded [34, 38]. For some authors, light induces a halide segregation resulting in the formation of iodide-rich and bromide-rich
domains which have different bandgaps [36, 37]. The lower
ones are associated to Iodide rich domains that trap carriers.
For others, it is a defect-assisted mechanism where halide ions
migrate away from the light-excited HOPIs surface via halide
defects [12, 38]. An investigation of the dependence of the
“Hoke effect” with the Br/I stoichiometry of the solution used
for the solution-process growth indicates that it is present for
solution that have a Br content greater than 20% [3, 34]. The
role of excess halide precursor during preparation has also
been considered as playing a role [38]. The role of atmosphere
has also been investigated in MAPb(Br0.5I0.5)3/quartz and
PMMA/MAPb(Br0.5I0.5)3/quartz layers [12]. The repetition
of illumination(15 s)/dark(30 min) cycles in vacuum, air and
nitrogen atmosphere shows that the PL spectra are composed
of different PL peaks with energy and intensity evolving with
the number of cycles. The peaks in the range, 1.610/(770)1.722/(720) (eV/(nm)), are attributed to iodide-rich phase.
Those in the range, 1.878/(660)–1.937/(640) (eV/(nm)) are
attributed to bromide-rich phase. For the lower energy peaks,
there is an increase of the PL intensity with the number of
illumination cycles independently on the atmosphere. The
illumination-induced (15 s) variations reversibly evolves during
the dark period (30 min). The reversible effect is stronger for
illumination under inert nitrogen and PMMA covered layers.
In the present work, the PL peak energy decrease with
i n c r e a s i n g i l l u m in a t i o n t im e i s o b s e r v e d i n t h e
GA0.015Cs0.046MA0.152FA0.787Pb(I0.815Br0.185)3 HOIP rf-17
layer obtained via a solution growth process from a solution
with a nominal bromide content of 18.5%, and for an illumination intensity higher than 1sun. The light intensity corresponds to the conditions reported in literature [3, 34] for such
a process to occur while the bromide content in the solution is
slightly lower. It is worth noting that the PL spectra are single
peak in the pristine rf-17 quadruple cation and double mixed
halide (I,Br) HOIP and double peaks in the MAPb(Br0.5I0.5)3
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single cation double mixed halide (I,Br) HOIP [12]. The energy with increasing illumination shifts in rf-17 from
1.6426(5) to 1.6041 (5) eV during the first 30 min of illumination and, further, to 1.5865(5) eV during the 300 min. This
last energy is lower for ex. than any of those reported for the
light-induced evolution in MAPb(Br0.5I0.5)3 [12]. One another
striking property in rf-17 is the difference in the time scale
evolution for the FHWM PL peak and those for the energy
and intensity PL peak. The PL peak FHWM in rf-17 goes on
evolving on long illumination timescale (300 min) whereas
the PL peak energy and intensity in rf-17 tend to evolve towards quasi–stationary after much shorter time scale, 30 min
instead of 300 min.
In summary, the pristine rf-17
GA0.015Cs0.046MA0.152FA0.787Pb(I0.815Br0.185)3HOIP layer
has an illumination time induced redshift of the PL peak spectra consistent with those previously reported for other mixed
(I,Br) halide HOIPs with higher nominal Br content, ≥ ~ 20%
[3, 34]. The long and high power density illumination in rf-17
under air at 300 K has strong effects—a PL peak redshift (~
58 meV) associated to a PL FHWM broadening (+ 100 meV)
and PL intensity photoquenching (− 96%). Whether under
dark after such an illumination, the PL spectra in rf-17 recover
their initial state remains an open question.
Continuous illumination in the Ajd_rf-f0 layer (454 nm, 1.1 W/
cm2, air, ~ 300 K) The light intensity in the aged reference
Ajd_rf-f0 layer − 1.1 W/cm2 (11 sun)- is about three orders of
magnitude less than in the pristine rf-17 layer −2548 W/cm2
(25,480 sun). The peak decrease between 3 and 30 min is however of the same order in both layers -only about twice smaller
in A20d_rf-f0 than in rf-17, 0.007 eV instead of ~ 0.015 eV. The
photoquenching of the peak intensity also remains of the same
order, approx. −60% instead of approx. − 90%. The striking
difference is that the 30 min illumination induces opposite
FWHM variations of an order of magnitude less in A20d_rff0 than in rf-17, approx. − 0.001 eV instead of ~ 0.010 eV.
With increasing duration, 20d(A20d-A0d), 53d(A53dA0d), and 110d(A110d-A0d), the decrease of the PL(nth) peak
energy and FWHM in the Ajd_rf-f0 layer remains monotonous with increasing illumination time. The photoquenching
of the peak intensity is however strongly reduced with the
peak intensity between 3 and 30 min illumination decreasing
by approx. − 60% for A20d to, only, approx. − 10% for A53d
and approx. − 30% for A110d.
When illumination starts, the Ajd_rf-f0 aged reference layer differs from the pristine rf-17 one by the width of the aginginduced Ajd band tails. The associated Urbach energies are ~
53(2) meV (Table 3) in A20d_rf-f0 and 18(2) meV in rf-17. In
addition, there is a sub-bandgap distribution of deep levels
present in the Ajd-rf-f0 layer that is absent in rf-17. The
30 min illumination generates similar effects in the Ajd-rf-f0
and rf-17 as concern the evolution of the PL peak energy and

intensity. A red-shift of the emission transition is associated to
its photoquenching under illumination. Furthermore, the PL
peaks are composed of overlapping emission transitions that
evolves in both cases under illumination. The photoquenching
damping under illumination is independent on the initial
Ajd_rf-f0/A20d_rf-f0 peak intensity ratio as aging increases.
It is however minimum for the A53d aging where this ratio
goes through a minimum. Plausible reason to these evolutions
is that illumination generates defects. These illuminationinduced defects give rise to near band edge distribution of
shallow electronic states that act as radiative recombination
centers with decreasing emission energy.
Continuous illumination in the Ajd_fn layers The A0d_fn-cir
concentrations of irradiation defects have long term effects on
the Ajd_fn (j(d) = 20, 53, 110) illumination-time dependence
of the PL spectra that last over at least 110d.
(i) The PL spectra in the Ajd_fn aged irradiated layers have
Ajd_fn illumination-time dependence that, after each Ajd
aging, depends on the A0d_fn-cir initial concentrations.
(ii) The concentrations affect also the correlations between
the illumination-induced variations of the Ajd_fn peak
energy, FWHM and intensity.
(iii) The evolution of the correlations is reflected in the evolution of the Ajd_fn PL spectra deconvolution into several emission components.
The effects of the A0d_fn irradiation defects on the PL peak
deconvolution are illustrated in Fig. 8 for the last Ajd_f1/f4
PL(6th) spectra recorded respectively for the f1 and f4 fluences
at the end of the 30-min illumination after each Ajd aging. The
deconvoluted Gaussian components—number, emission energy, FHWM, height—evolve as the A0d_fn-cirr concentration of
irradiation defects increases from the lower concentration,
A0d_f1-cirr, to the higher one, A0d_f4-cirr.
With increasing duration, 20d(A20d-A0d), 53d(A53dA0d), and 110d(A110d-A0d), the Ajd_f1-PL(6th) spectrum
is deconvoluted into three emission components for the
A20d_f1 PL(6th) peak (Fig. 8a) and two for the
A53d/110d_f1 ones (Fig. 8b, c). For the Ajd_f4-PL(6th) spectrum, the deconvolution yields two components for the
A20d_f4-PL(6th) peak (Fig. 8d) and three for the
A53d/110d_f4-PL(6th) one (Fig. 8e, f). The main Gaussian
components with a peak height, Ajd_fn-Hp > 0.6, have peak
energies that decrease with increasing Ajd aging for f1 and go
through a weak maximum for f4. The values in eV are respectively (Table 6):
A20d_f1-1.586; A53d_f1-1.572; A110d_f1-1.565.
A20d_f4-1.559; A53d_f4-1.574; A110d_f4-1.570.
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Fig. 8 Deconvolution in
Gaussian emission components of
the 6th PL spectra recorded after
aging and 30 min of illumination
in (GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3 HOIPs
for the 1 MeV e-irradiated Ajd_fn
layers at the f1 and f4 fluences.
The conditions for the Ajd aging
are j(d) = 20/53/110 under N2 atmosphere in dark at ~ 300 K. Two
cycles of 15 min of
illumination—light (15 min);
dark (3 min); light (15 min)—are
performed before the 6th spectra
recording

To locate the ionization levels associated to the emission
energy, the assumption is that the Ajd_fn bandgaps remain
unchanged under 30 min 454 nm air illumination. The
A20d_fn ionization levels contributing to the A20d_fn radiative recombinations are located within 44 meV from the
conduction/valence band extrema in the A0d_f1 layer and
71 meV in the A0d_f4 one. It follows that the higher
A0d_f4-cir irradiation defect concentration favors A20d_fn
shallow electronic levels that are (− 0.027) eV deeper in the
bandgap for the A20_f4 layer than for the A20d_f1 one. With
further increasing aging duration, the Ajd_fn ionization levels
contributing to radiative recombinations remain located within ~ 44(3) meV from the conduction/valence band extrema in
the A53d/A110d_f1 layer. They become much shallower,
within ~ 26 and ~ 10 meV from the conduction/valence band
extrema, in the A53d_f4 and A110d_f4 layer, respectively.

Effect of irradiation defects on decay lifetimes and their aging
dependence After each Ajd aging (j(d) = 20, 53, 110), the
Ajd_rf-f0/_fn TRPL spectra are recorded in the aged Ajd_rff0 reference and Ajd_fn irradiated layers after the 3 min in
dark at the end of the continuous 30 min illumination at
454 nm in air. The TRPL energy windows are chosen with
appropriate centers and widths to include the peak energy of
the Ajd_rf-f0/_fn-PL(nth) spectra, 4 ≤ n ≤ 6. The Ajd_rf-f0/_fn
TRPL spectra are recorded over spots that are within the larger
Ajd_rf-f0/_fn PL spots where the Ajd_rf-f0/_fn-PL(1st-6th)
spectra are recorded. One considers that the Ajd_rf-f0/_fnTRPL spectra are recorded for layer states that are the same
as during the recording of the Ajd_rf-f0/_fn-PL(6th) spectra.
This is valid as far as the 3 min dark lets quasi-unperturbed the
layer state obtained at the end of the recording of the Ajd_rff0/_fn-PL(6th) spectra. Given that this is the case for the first
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Table 6 Deconvolution of the 6th photoluminescence spectra into
Gaussian emission components after aging in (GACsMAFA)Pb(IBr)3
HOIPs for the 1 MeV e-irradiated Ajd_fn layers at the f1 and f4 fluence.

The conditions for the Ajd aging are j(d) = 0/53/110 under N2 atmosphere
in dark at ~ 300 K. Epi, FWHM, Hpi@Epi are respectively the peak
position, FWHM, and ratio height for the ith component

Ajd_fn-Epi
/FWHMi/
Hpi@Ep

Ep1 (eV)

FWHM1 (eV)

Hp@Ep1

Ep2 (eV)

FWHM2 (eV)

Hp@Ep2

Ep3 (eV)

FWHM3 (eV)

Hp@Ep3

A20d-f1
A53d-f1
A110d-f1
A20d-f4
A53d-f4
A110d-f4

1.557
1.572
1.565
1.559
1.553
1.550

0.097
0.136
0.127
0.131
0.098
0.099

0.182
0.784
0.618
0.844
0.283
0.343

1.586
1.602
1.591
1.578
1.574
1.570

0.155
0.216
0.191
0.240
0.155
0.158

0.740
0.220
0.385
0.152
0.667
0.626

1.612
–
–
–
1.620
1.637

0.309
–
–
–
0.348
0.390

0.074
–
–
–
0.047
0.035

3 min dark period between the Ajd_rf-f0/_fn-PL(3rd) and
Ajd_rf-f0/_fn-PL(4th) spectra, it is also most likely the case
between the recording of the Ajd_rf-f0/_fn-PL(6th) and of that
of the Ajd_rf-f0/_fn-TRPL spectra. The applied light power
density has an average value much lower for the TRPL pulsed
illumination than for the PL continuous illumination: 3 ×
10−4 W/cm2 (~ 3 × 10−3 sun) instead of 1.1 W/cm2 (~ 11
sun). It is valid to correlate the decay lifetime components
resolved in the Ajd_rf-f0/_fn-TRPL spectra to the emission
transitions deconvoluted in the Ajd_rf-f0/_fn-PL(6th) as far
as the dominant populated ionization levels are the same under
the TRPL and PL illumination conditions. It is assumed to be
so hereafter although there is one order of magnitude difference between the respective light intensities. This is consequently to be considered as a tentative correlation for the determination of which emission transitions are associated to the
longer decay lifetimes in the aged Ajd_rf-f0 reference and
Ajd_fn irradiated layers.
The average lifetimes associated to the Ajd_rf-f0/_fn-TRPL
spectra have values in μs, Ajd_rf-f0/_fn-<τPn>Pn: 2.0–4.5. This
reflects the exceptionally long lifetimes associated to the longer
lifetime decay component resolved in the Ajd_rf-f0/_fn-TRPL
spectra. The lifetime and intensity associated to this longer
component vary over ranges in (μs; %), Ajd_rf-f0/
_fn-[<τ2>Pn; <I2>Pn]-[~(2.8–6.9); (26–49)]. The shorter
Ajd_rf-f0/_fn-<τ1>Pn lifetimes vary over a much lower range,
~ 0.74–2.0 μs, with intensity always higher than ~ 50%.
It is interesting to notice that, after the 30 min illumination
in the Ajd_fn aged irradiated layers irradiation-induced aging
defect populations, the average lifetime, the short and long
lifetimes vary non-monotonously with the A0d_fn-cir irradiation defect concentrations initially introduced in the fn irradiated layers. The most puzzling is that the higher A0d_f4-cir
irradiation induces a steep increase for the three of them and
for the I2 intensity of the longer lifetime component. They all
then reach their maximum values, respectively in ns,
A20d_f4-[<τPn>Pn, <τ1>Pn, <τ2>Pn- ~ [4500, 2000, 6900]
and in %, A20d_f4-<I2>Pn − 50. This is no longer the case

for the A53d and A110d aging where the A0d_fn-cir dependence of the lifetimes and intensity have different characteristics. The complex aging behavior of the Ajd_fn- <τPn>Pn <τ1>Pn - <τ2>Pn - <I1>Pn -(1-<I1>Pn) lifetimes and intensities
confirms that illumination-induced processes after each aging
are dependent on the A0d_fn-cir concentration of irradiation
defects initially introduced in the layers. The nature of the
ionization levels involved in the radiative recombination under the 482 nm pulsed illumination seem to evolve the less for
the higher A0d_fn-cir concentration of irradiation defects f2 ≤
fn ≤ f4 after the A53d and A110d aging.
For the A20d aging, it is possible to examine the correlation
as a function of increasing A0d_fn-cir irradiation defects between the evolution of (i) the deconvolution of the PL spectra
into Gaussian emission transitions and (ii) the resolution of the
TRPL into exponential lifetime components. This correlation
shows that the energy decrease, ~ 0.025 eV, from A20d_f11.586 to A20d_f4-1.559 eV (Table 5) corresponds to the—
seen above—strong increase of the lifetimes and intensity of
the longer lifetime. It follows that the main transition in the
A20d_f4 layer is characterized by the energy and the decay
lifetime, A20d_f4-[Ep, <τ2>Pn](eV, ns)-(~ 1.559; ~ 6900).
The correlation between (i) and (ii) as a function of increasing aging duration yields to the determination of the
characteristics—peak energy and decay lifetime—of the
Ajd_f1/f4 emission transitions in the aged Ajd_f1 and Ajdf4 irradiated layers. As aging duration increases by 47d(A53dA110d), for both A0d_f1-cir and A0d-f4-cir concentrations,
the energy of the main emission remains quasi the same
whereas the average decay lifetime <τPn>Pn increases by
63% for A0d_f1-cir and 9% for A0d_f4-cir. The respective
characteristics of the A53d/A110d_f1 emission transitions associated to the longer lifetimes are A53/A110d_f1-[Ep;
<τ2>Pn](eV, ns)- ~ [1.568(1)/”; ~ 4121(102)/5279(404)].
Those for the A53d/A110d_f4 ones are A53/A110d_f4-[Ep;
<τ2>Pn](eV, ns)- ~ [1.562(1)/”; ~ 4983(496)]/5695(164)].
The photocarrier recombination dynamics in absence of
local electrical fields after a laser pulse depend on the initial
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density of photoionized carriers n(0) and on the radiative and
non-radiative available recombination channels [39, 40]. The
charge carrier dynamics is generally considered to be dominated by trapping at non-radiative recombination centers in
HOIPs for photoionization regime where n(0) is much smaller
than these center concentration, Nnr [41–43]. According to
various reports, the Nnr density in pristine MAPI thin films
is reported to be around 10 16–17 cm −3 [41] and around
1015 cm−3 for other mixed halide perovskites [44]. For the
photoexcitation conditions in this work, given the laser energy
per pulse applied, spot and wavelength, the density is expected to be ~ 1013 cm−3 for the initial photoionized carrier density. It is consequently lower than the density for the nonradiative centers previously reported in pristine HOIPs and
those expected in the aged Ajd_fn irradiated layers.
The predominant decay lifetime in the A20d_rf-f0
aged reference layer, 4.2 μs, is longer than those previously reported, ~ 3.1 μs, in GA0.25MA0.75PbI3 pristine
layer on glass [45]. This may reflect the difference in
the illumination conditions before the measurements of
the decay lifetimes. In the present work, there is 30 min
of 454 nm continuous illumination in air at ~ 300 K
before the TRPL measurements. It might also reflect
the difference in aging after preparation. One notices
indeed that there is a systematic increase of the shorter
and longer carrier lifetimes in Ajd_rf-f0 as aging increases from 27d(A20d) to 117d(A110d) after their
preparation: Ajd_[<τ1>Pn, <τ2>Pn (μs)]: A20d_ ~ [1.2,
4.2]; A110d_~[1.9, 6.8]. It is also associated to an increase of the fraction of ionized carriers that recombine
with the longer lifetime.
It has been earlier reported in MAPbI3 layer on glass [42]
that the single component decay lifetime recorded at room
T(K) as a function of pulsed excitation intensity is longer for
48 h Ar aged states than for fresh ones. Above a threshold of
excitation intensity where bimolecular carrier recombination
starts to occur for both states, it is no longer the case.
Furthermore, for fresh states at a given pulsed excitation intensity corresponding to the monomolecular recombination
regime, the radiative decay lifetimes increase as time elapses.
This feature is associated to constant PL spectra. It is referred
as self-annealing at room temperature, and is attributed by the
authors to a decrease of shallow non-radiative defects and
unintentional dopants.
In GAxMA1-xPbI3, the GA cations appear to play a key
role for the existence of long lifetimes ~ 3.2 μs [45]. TRPL
measurements were performed in air and room temperature
for polycrystalline HOIPs on glass substrates including a
mix of MA and GA cations, GAxMA1-xPbI3 with x increasing in the range [0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25]. The long lifetime in the
(multicomponent) lifetime spectra associated to the x values
varies in the range − 0.080, 0.9, 3.1, 0.3 μs- and goes
through a maximum of 3.1 μs for x = 0.1. The authors

attribute the two orders of magnitude higher lifetime upon
GA incorporation at x = 0.1 to a faster capability of reorientation for GA than MA in GAxxMA1-xPbI3. From DFT calculations, it was reported that quicker rotations of the organic cations result in longer lifetimes of the carriers ionized in
the conduction/valence band [46]. The cation rotations enable the formation of shallow traps with the ionized carriers,
which extends the carrier lifetime.
In summary, the coupling of electron irradiation with subsequent aging exhibits a striking effect on the carrier radiative
lifetime at the end of illumination (30 min, 454 nm,
1.1Wcm−2, air, 300 K) after 20 days of aging. The higher
A0d_f4-cir irradiation defect concentration promotes a carrier
lifetime about 2.46 longer than in rf-f0 with a value reaching
~ 6.9 μs. This lifetime increase is associated to a low emission
transition, 1.559 eV, and a photoquenching of ~ 20% with
respect to the PL intensity in A0d_rf-fo.
Aging and electron irradiation defects: nature This paragraph
discusses the possible nature of the defects that can be generated
during the various treatments investigated here (N2 atmosphere,
dark, ~300 K) aging, 1 MeV electron irradiation, continuous
illumination. It also discusses some properties of their interaction that can be derived from their effects on optical properties.
Clearly, the GA0.015Cs0.046MA0.152FA0.787Pb(I0.815Br0.185)3layers
have the usual properties reported in ABX3 compounds where only
one type of cations or halide occupies the A and X sites [2]. They are
prepared in thermodynamically metastable states that slowly evolve
towards quasi-equilibrium states that are dependent on the environmental conditions. One-megaelectronvolt electron is used in this work
to control intrinsic defects in HOIPs. Little is known in literature about
the damage that 1-MeVelectron beam produced in HOIPs. There are
more reports on the damage observed in vacuum under the beams
used for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) at much (5–10 keV)
lower energy and higher flux [47] and for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [48, 49]. On the contrary, the conditions for the 1MeVirradiation are chosen in this work to preserve the integrity of the
layers and prevent their decomposition under irradiation.
The APbX3 crystalline and chemical structure of the set-18
layers has interesting properties as concern the slowing-down
of the 1-MeV electron beam. As well documented since decades (for example, see references in [50–52]), the energy
transfer from the beam electrons to the target occurs via elastic
collisions with target nuclei, and, via inelastic collisions with
target electrons. The elastic collisions generate vacancyinterstitials pairs via replacement collision sequences along
the crystalline directions with lower threshold energy displacements [53]. The inelastic ones generate electronic excitation or secondary electrons via ionization. In the
GA0.015Cs0.046MA0.152FA0.787Pb(I0.815Br0.185)3 set-18 layers,
the Pb and X(I,Br) sublattices occupied by inorganic elements
are sensitive to the nuclear stopping power. The damage on
the respective sublattices is the production of Pb or X type
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vacancy - interstitial Frenkel pairs with distributed separation
distances. The halide sublattice is occupied by a disordered (I,
Br) halide solid solution with a nominal content of 18.5% for
the halide sites occupied with BrX. The probability that a replacement collision sequence ends up in a Frenkel pair production decreases with increasing nuclei mass. Consequently,
1 MeV e-irradiation likely produces higher concentrations of
halide Frenkel pairs than lead ones in the set-18 layers. Br
being lighter than iodine, the probability of the formation of
Br interstitial–halide vacancy is high. The halide interstitial
distribution is expected to be richer in interstitial of the Bri
type than the nominal percentage of Brx located on the halide
sites. The A sublattice, mostly occupied by organic molecular
cations (MA, FA, GA), is mainly sensitive to the electron
stopping power that excites or ionizes them [51]. Both their
excitation and ionization are expected to be fast dissipated by
interaction with the ionized carriers in the APbX3 valence and
conduction band. Calculations are beyond the scope of this
work to check that indeed the number of displaced A cations
or of their elements (for example, H) is rather low.
At A0d, in the set-18 layers 7d aged after preparation,
1 MeV e-irradiation progressively removes the initial subbandgap distribution of deep electronic levels and replaces
them with irradiation-induced ones. Depending on the Fermi
level position and cation/halide stoichiometry, the defects associated to deep levels in MAPbI3, MAPbBr3 and FAPbI3
[54–56] are the deep donor IPb, IMA, PbBr, antisites, the deep
acceptor IFA, PbI antisites and the deep acceptor Pbi interstitials. The ionization levels are located between 0.2–0.5 eV
from the valence band maximum or conduction band minimum. The replacement collision sequences along the halide
sublattice direction of minimal threshold displacement have
the cleaning effect of removing the deep levels associated to
the A cation (MA, FA, GA) occupying antisite location in the
halide sublattice, IA. The replacement collision sequences
along the Pb sublattice directions of minimal threshold displacement can remove the deep levels associated to the halide
(I,Br) elements, XPb, occupying an antisite location in the Pb
sublattice. They can also introduce deep levels associated to
Pbi interstitials when succeeding in producing Pb vacancyinterstitial Frenkel pairs.
The width of the band tails with increasing A0d_fn-cir irradiation concentration evolves with a non-monotonous concentration dependence. On the basis of the shallow levels expected in MAPbI3, MAPbBr3 and FAPbI3 [54–56], this may
reflect the introduction of shallow donor Ai (MA,FA,GA) interstitials by removal of Ax antisites, of shallow donor VX (X:
I,Br) vacancies and shallow acceptor Xi (X:I,Br) interstitial by
the production of halide vacancy-interstitials pairs as well as
the introduction of shallow acceptor VPb vacancies by the
production of lead vacancy-interstitials pairs. One question
is whether the presence of the guanidinium organic cations,
(C(NH2)+)3, can stabilize halide vacancies. Their quicker

rotations may enable to locate one hydrogen of the H-N bonding in the vicinity of a vacancy. Furthermore, the resonance of
the positive charge in this moiety may enable to locate it away
from the halide vacancy when this vacancy is positively
charged. Another one is whether the Ajd_fn band tails result
in donor or acceptor doping with higher n-type or p-type conduction in the Ajd_fn irradiated layers than in the Ajd_rf-f0
layer or, rather, to donor-acceptor compensation.
The irradiation-induced aging behavior tends to shrink the
bandgap with a non-monotonous concentration dependence.
The Ajd_f1 irradiated layer has bandgap values close to those
of the Ajd_rf-f0 reference layer. The bandgaps are lower in the
Ajd_fn (f2 ≤ fn ≤ f4) irradiated layers with fluences in the
range [f2- f4] than in the aged Ajd_rf-f0 reference one. On
the basis that MAPbI3 has a lower bandgap than MAPbBr3
(for ex. [36]), this points out to an irradiation-aging assisted
iodine enrichment of the halide distribution on the halide
sublattice. One plausible reason is that migrating iodine interstitials, Ii, preferentially fill the halide vacancies, VX, or exchange positions with bromide occupied halide sites, Brx. This
exchange results in iodine relocation on halide sites, Ix and
replaces Ii interstitials with Bri interstitials. It consequently
enriches the interstitial populations with Bri.
Some authors suggest that a unique feature of HOIPs is that
any dangling bond-like defect or associated defect complexes
will have transition states close to the band edges [57]. If this
statement is correct, this suggests that the irradiation-aging
assisted broadening of the band tails arise from the formation
of dangling bond-like defect or associated defect complexes.
This may reflect that the irradiation-aging assisted Br depletion of the halide distribution on the halide sublattice sites
results in halide vacant sites, i.e., Vx.
Under 454/488 nm illumination in air, the set-18 layers
evolve towards states that result from the surface reactivity
with oxygen, nitrogen, water vapor that are not photolyzed
at these wavelengths. The reactions at the surface of the pristine rf-17 and 7d aged rf-f0 references layers are expected to
differ given the different wavelength and power density used
for the continuous illumination in air. The comparison between the layer evolutions under continuous illumination
can be misleading as concern the origin of the differences.
This is why it is no further discussed here.

5 Conclusion
This work reports the first experimental data on the effects of
intrinsic defects on the aging properties of the emergent
GA0.015Cs0.046MA0.152FA0.787Pb(I0.815Br0.185)3 HOIPs. For
this purpose, the optical properties of
GA0.015Cs0.046MA0.152FA0.787Pb(I0.815Br0.185)3 layers prepared on glass were investigated as a function of aging duration after gradually increasing concentrations of intrinsic
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defects were produced in the HOIP layers through highenergy electron irradiation (1 MeV). Optical absorption,
photoluminescence under continuous laser illumination
and time resolved photoluminescence performed before
and after increasing aging periods (N2, dark, ~ 300 K)
up to 110 days confirmed the stabilization effects of
intrinsic defects in quadruple HOIPs.
The existence of similar effects remains to be confirmed in
MAPbI3 for which solar cells are reported to exhibit radiation
resistance to 1 MeV electron irradiation [6, 7] or 50 keV or
68 MeV protons [6–8] and in other HOIPs compounds to
confirm their ability to sustain space environment as active
layers in photovoltaic devices.
The comparison of the absorption properties in aged and pristine GA0.015Cs0.046MA0.152FA0.787Pb(I0.815Br0.185)3 layers showed
that naturally aging (7d, N2, dark, ~ 300 K) produced two types of
aging-induced defect populations affecting the width of the energy
distribution of shallow traps that becomes broader than in pristine
layers and distribution of deep traps acting as strong absorption
centers. The fluences (fn) chosen in this work for the 1 MeV
electron irradiation introduce intrinsic defects in 7d-aged
GA0.015Cs0.046MA0.152FA0.787Pb(I0.815Br0.185)3 layers in a concentration range that leaves the bandgap in the layers unchanged. With
increasing concentration of defects, the absorption and width variations were found to go through maxima indicating that various
processes take place during irradiation and subsequent short A0d
aging (< 1 day) periods.
In summary, the interplay of high-energy irradiation offers
a new platform to engineer intrinsic defects in perovskite materials that in turn impart higher stability and improvement in
functional properties. In addition, the change in fundamental
properties such as bandgap shrinkage triggered by irradiation
and enhanced optical absorption via deep subgap electronic
level can provide innovative processing pathways to enhance
the photovoltaics characteristics of HOIP devices.
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